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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In October 2013, the Australian Financial Review published its 2013 Cultural Power List. Indigenous
Australians were listed in three of the top ten positions. Wayne Blair for his breakthrough film The
Sapphires, Adam Goodes for his public stance against racism, and Indigenous musician Geoffrey
Gurrumul Yunupingu, who topped Australia’s cultural power list. The fact Adam Goodes has recently
been voted 2014 Australian of the Year and that Gurrumul’s music in Indigenous language rated as the
single most culturally powerful commodity sends a strong message in the search for the definition of
what it means to be Australian today. When tourism economies constantly search to re-define ‘brand
Australia’, Indigenous language, music and song may provide a powerful opportunity for engagement,
not just on economic terms, but also in providing opportunities for reciprocity, understanding and
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians.
Tourists’ desires to engage with Indigenous people, to learn about Indigenous stories, perspectives,
connections to land and cultural traditions is another way not just of viewing Indigeneity but themselves
as Australians. The fact that tourists learn something positive about Indigeneity is a vital part of the
cultural tourism experience.
Music tourism is established globally as people travel motivated by and in search of new ‘musicultural’
experiences. For some travellers these experiences are the source of some of life’s deepest rewards.
While Australia has developed music tourism initiatives through signature events such as
WOMADelaide, the East Coast International Blues and Roots Music Festival, Tamworth Country Music
Festival and the Big Day Out, the opportunity remains to cluster and link significant developments in the
Indigenous music industry and events in the Northern Territory.
Showcase Northern Territory Indigenous music and cultural events and festivals such as the National
Indigenous Music Awards, Garma Festival, Barunga Festival and Bush Bands Bash provide essential
opportunities to link Indigenous music with Indigenous tourism. These events contribute to the ongoing
development of a dynamic and diverse Indigenous contemporary music industry in the Northern
Territory. Linking, clustering and aggregating some of these activities and neighbouring events and
festivals could establish Indigenous music tourism circuits for the musically interested traveller and
provide a more attractive destination for music interested tourists and generate visitor numbers that are
more viable for marketing.
There is, however, a deeper, more resonant opportunity available through the experiencing of
Indigenous language music and singing on country in remote Indigenous communities, which, if
interpreted and translated appropriately, have potential to satisfy the perennial tourist search for
authenticity in Indigenous tourism. Singing of country, song cycles and songlines continues as a vital
celebration of resilient Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander identities. Very few Australians – let alone
tourists – have experienced or witnessed these phenomena due to cultural restrictions, remote and
limited accessibility, and lack of development and reliability in remote Indigenous tourism products.
Despite these challenges and opportunities, collective singing is an established music tourism product
globally. Groups of singers have been successfully travelling to locations throughout the world to be
immersed in cultural exchange through language and song. Collective singing is one arena where
music tourism connects strongly with Indigenous music, as demonstrated in the success of the Big Sing
event at Ross River in Central Australia in recent years.
The Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples in the Borroloola and the Gulf Country region of the
Northern Territory composed extensive repertoires of open social history songs in local languages.
These songs are non ceremonial and culturally appropriate and accessible for wider audiences of nonIndigenous people. Other remote Indigenous regions in Australia have similar practices and repertoires,
which enable tourists and students to potentially be immersed in, listen to and learn Aboriginal language
songs.
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It is the extensive repertoires of open social history songs in local languages which enables the
proposed Singing on Country Camp in Borroloola, a social enterprise combining the teaching and
sharing of Indigenous knowledge through language and song, with reconciliation tourism and volunteer
tourism strategies. The model provides a unique opportunity for tourists, students and volunteers to
contribute towards the revitalisation of endangered Aboriginal languages through song and celebrate an
iconic Aboriginal cultural tradition at a time when globalisation is arguably a force for cultural
homogenisation. The success of the model depends upon respecting local traditional owner and
custodian desires for the social benefits derived from the intergenerational maintenance and
revitalisation of their endangered languages and unique song traditions.
Tourist exposure to Indigenous languages and songs may improve rarely understood Indigenous
knowledge systems, confused in tourism markets by over-branding of the ‘Dreaming’ or ‘Dreamtime’.
Interpretation and translation of Indigenous knowledge systems remains an elusive endeavour for many
non-Indigenous Australians and international travelers and tourists. The fact that Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Australians ‘sang the land’ for millennia and still continue to do remains some of the most
significant and highly valuable surviving intangible cultural heritage practices known to humanity.
Increased recognition of these practices as vital to the social, political, cultural and economic wellbeing
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples is a pathway to mutual respect for and understanding of
Indigenous traditional knowledge systems, ways and worldviews.
The Singing on Country Camp provides one window to the worldviews of the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa
and Gudanji peoples through language and song. It also provides personal opportunities for
reconciliation between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people who come together in a shared
performative experience of and immersion in Indigenous contemporary and traditional music that could
satisfy ‘the incredible thirst by the world to understand our Indigenous culture’ (Morse as cited in
Higgins-Desbiolles, 2005, p.225).
Further development and establishment of the Singing on Country Camp has the potential to extend the
model to numerous remote Indigenous communities throughout Australia that have surviving collective
singing practices, song cultures and musical ecologies. Indigenous contemporary and traditional music
therefore can contribute significantly to ’Brand Australia’ and the framing of Indigenous Australia as a
‘musical destination’. The ultimate promise is of an ‘Indigenous music tourism’ that helps to facilitate the
crossing of boundaries and fosters a ‘cosmopolitan awareness’ that promotes respect, reconciliation
and understanding of interdependency between communities and peoples in a rapidly globalising
environment (Higgins-Desbiolles, 2006).
Ultimately the potential for the Singing on Country Camp is to redefine the tourism concepts of
‘authentic experience’ where authenticity meets reality, moving towards a model of ‘authentic reality’.
Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples have profound knowledge of the interconnections of all
things, peoples and environments and they express this through their music, dance, song and
language. An invitation to experience the world from Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji perspectives
such as the Singing on Country Camp could facilitate intercultural exchange that promotes new
conversations, dialogue and understandings which could have a larger more profound meaning for true
reconciliation.
The reality, however, is that many Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples also live in profound
contemporary structural disadvantage due to the historical and continuing effects of colonisation and
tensions between tradition and modernity. It is, therefore inherently more difficult to develop tourism
businesses to start-up stage and achieve commercial viability in regions such as this.
The development of economic models as social enterprises that address day-to-day challenges and
barriers experienced by remote Indigenous communities could provide some solutions. Social
enterprises such as the Singing on Country Camp that combine the revitalisation of Indigenous cultural
expressions by teaching and sharing of Indigenous knowledge and language contained in songs with
reconciliation tourism and volunteer tourism strategies need to be clearly distinguished from commercial
enterprises and supported by subsidies from diverse sources.
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The aggregation of annual Indigenous arts, culture, events and festivals with other mainstream tourism
operators could brand Borroloola and the Gulf Country as a more attractive destination. Coordination of
local stakeholders and marketing strategies could improve the availability, accessibility and reliability of
Gulf Country Indigenous tourism products and better target music, arts and culture to special interest
tourists in search of new cultural experiences complemented by the existing drive market and
adventure- and fishing-based touring groups.
The question that remains in the Indigenous tourism experience could be framed, ‘what is it that all of
humanity could learn from Australia’s Indigenous peoples?’ The resonant depth of Indigenous
knowledge contained in song and voice proposed in the Singing on Country Camp is a harbinger of this
potential and invites tourists, students and volunteers to connect and engage with Aboriginal people,
their life ways and world views, authentically, on their terms, without the economic imperative of
commoditising Indigenous cultural expressions.

Yanyuwa Singer Dinah Norman: Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss

!

Without song on your tongue and in your heart, you are nothing,
you are a nothing person, not human.
(Dinah Norman and Jemima Miller, Yanyuwa Songwomen at Garma Festival 2002, as cited by Mackinlay 2006, p.34)
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DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
!

SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP: A SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODEL
The Singing on Country Camp is a proposed three-year social enterprise development model for the
community of Borroloola. The camp endeavours to utilise local Indigenous singing, languages and
cultural practices to engage tourists, tertiary students and volunteers in an intergenerational language,
song and cultural maintenance and preservation camp to be held in the Gulf Country region for the
Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples.

“It makes us happy inside when we sing, and it makes the
country strong. We think back for our great-great grandfather
and grandmother…who been teach us how to keep strong through
our culture”.
(Jemima Miller, Yanyuwa Singer, Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu 2012, p.7)

The camp will be delivered annually over one week at an on-country location within a one-hour drive of
the township of Borroloola in the Northern Territory. Local Indigenous language speakers, singers,
interpreters and translators will be supported to design, implement and deliver an annual language,
song and culture camp for children and young people in the community and tourists, tertiary students
and volunteers.
The Singing on Country Camp is designed as a social enterprise model, a culturally constructed
experience using regional music traditions as a scaffold to link tourists, volunteers and students with the
Indigenous peoples of Borroloola and to support community desires to preserve and maintain cultural
practices and languages through collective singing activities. The Singing on Country Camp model
provides a dedicated opportunity for tourists, volunteers and students to listen to, connect with, learn
and practice the sung language expressions of the Borroloola community. The proposed model has
evolved from the requests of the community primarily for pathways and processes to support the local
preservation and revitalisation of languages and cultural activities.
It is proposed as a ‘language and culture camp’ in the same model as the success of the Journey East
documentary project in Borroloola and numerous Indigenous culture camps and culture walks that have
been facilitated over many years in the Northern Territory by Indigenous organisations, including the
The Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (NPY) Women's Council and Native Title
representative bodies such as the Central Land Council (CLC) and the Northern Land Council (NLC).
There has been both international and national recognition of special interest music tourism
opportunities, especially in the realm of collective singing tourism products that provide a model that
could be extended to remote Indigenous communities with a wealth of musical history and collective
singing practices.
The Borroloola and Gulf Country region has a rich history of social history songs in Indigenous
languages able to be shared with non-Indigenous people in a culturally appropriate manner.
The framework of the project offers the opportunity to develop a community-driven and sustainable
small-scale social enterprise model that combines collective singing tourism activities with local
intergenerational language, song, and cultural preservation and maintenance.
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The design of the project utilises social enterprise strategies of teaching and sharing Indigenous
knowledge, volunteer tourism and reconciliation tourism to support the elder traditional language
singers’ desires to facilitate an annual language, song and culture camp for their own children and
young people. The willingness of elders to open their traditions to non-Indigenous tourists, tertiary
students and volunteers provides opportunities for cultural exchange in return for assistance with project
management, implementation and delivery of the project supported by tertiary students and volunteers.
The project model creates avenues for cultural preservation and revitalisation while also fostering
volunteerism, reconciliation and cultural exchange between Indigenous peoples and non-Indigenous
tourists, volunteers and students. The importance of engaging Indigenous children in ongoing
Indigenous and language and cultural education is adeptly emphasised by Alan Baker, a
Garrwa/Gudanji man and education assistant at the Borroloola Community Education Centre:
Our languages are disappearing at a rate that's very scary...Other places, languages are disappearing
slowly, slowly, slowly. But here, it's disappearing very very fast. It's not a matter of next year or a year later
or maybe ten years from now. It's today. They're losing it. Language needs the children; languages need
the people to keep talking the language. ... You have to make an effort with what you've got left. ... If you
don't know your language and you don't know art, what surrounds your cultural reasons, dance ceremony,
songlines, well, as an Aboriginal person, that's your whole identity, that's what builds your identity, that's
who you are. If you don't have all them keys to your life, well, you're just a lost soul. ...(Interview with Karin
Riederer, 21/10/2013).

The benefits of a proposed social enterprise involving Indigenous languages, songs and culture go
beyond economic development and include social and emotional wellbeing, community cohesion,
integration and development and provide recognition and respect for Indigenous language speakers as
custodians and keepers of traditional knowledge.
The desired outcomes from the proposed Singing on Country Camp include the following:
•

Indigenous organisation, ownership and facilitation of the exchange.

•

Capacity building of local Indigenous staff in the design, implementation and delivery of the
program.

•

Employment opportunities for local people as event managers, and production and camp
assistants.

•

Employment opportunities for local people as singers, translators, interpreters.

•

Increased sales of local cultural industries products.

•

Increased attendance by Indigenous children and young people to the camp.

•

Increased attendance by tourists, tertiary students and volunteers to the camp.

•

Improved engagement in language, song and cultural activities by local Indigenous young
people.

•

Improved social and emotional wellbeing.

•

Identification and production of cultural and interpretive content to be included in Waralungku
Art’s Knowledge Centre initiative.
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LANGUAGE AND SONG IN BORROLOOLA AND THE GULF COUNTRY REGION
The study and research of Indigenous language singing has been conducted in many regions of
Australia over many years by anthropologists, ethnomusicologists, music enthusiasts, researchers and
people living and working with Aboriginal people since the time of colonisation. There is extensive
literature, recordings and bodies of work held in national and regional repositories, archives, museums
and institutions. Over the past two decades a growing movement to repatriate and establish local
Indigenous ownership and control over some of these historical cultural records, media and materials to
the communities and peoples of origin has gained momentum.
The potential to develop the Singing on Country Camp researched in this report has evolved out of a
strong history of ground-breaking initiatives, projects and programs supporting the maintenance of
Indigenous culture, language and the singing of song repertoires throughout the Borroloola and Gulf
Country region of the Northern Territory, including:
• Two Laws – Kanymarda Yuwa (1981) Documentary Film, made by the Borroloola Indigenous
Community with Carolyn Strachan and Alessandro Cavadini.
• Aeroplane Dance – ka-Wayawayama (1994) Documentary Film, made by SBS and Trevor
Graham with the Borroloola Indigenous Community.
• Jalu Yinbayi, The Women Are Singing (2001) CD, produced by Elizabeth Mackinlay and the
University of Queensland.
• Forget About Flinders (2003), a Yanyuwa atlas of the southwest Gulf of Carpentaria, by
Yanyuwa Families, John Bradley and Nona Cameron.
• Singing Saltwater Country – Journey to the Songlines of Carpentaria (2011), by John Bradley
and Yanyuwa families.
• Monash Country Lines Archives (2012) Animation project by Monash University, John Bradley
and Yanyuwa families.
• Song Peoples Sessions: Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu (2012) CD project, a nationally recognised
award-winning Indigenous language and music collaboration project, featuring the Borroloola
Songwomen with contemporary Indigenous singer–songwriter Shellie Morris, produced by
Barkly Regional Arts and released on ABC Music.
• Gulf Country Musecology: a project of the Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association, based in
Borroloola. GCM supports the documentation of some of the diverse musical expressions and
connections of the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples in the Gulf Country region.
Indigenous peoples of the Borroloola region thus have a well-documented history of and generosity in
sharing their language, song and knowledge across cultures, as Associate Professor John Bradley
attests:
I’ve been working with the Yanyuwa community for 25 years and what’s impressed me most is their
generosity of spirit to share with everybody, black and white in Australia, and their formidable desire to
educate i.e. That there can be no sustained ignorance, people have to share and from that sharing comes
learning and from there maybe proper reconciliation (Mackinlay 2006, p.31).

This history of sharing performance practice, documentation, interpretation and cultural exchange
provides a potential opportunity to link tourists interested in music and Indigenous culture with Gulf
Country people who continue to teach their customs, histories and stories through songs. The
Borroloola region is home to four main language groups: the Yanyuwa, Garrwa, Marra and Gudanji
peoples.
The proposed Singing on Country Camp is inclusive of these four language groups in a similar capacity
to the inclusive approach of the Song Peoples Sessions: Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu, and the Gulf
Country Musecology project. However, the focus of this report is the language, songs and culture of the
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Yanyuwa peoples of the Gulf Country region, primarily because extensive records of Yanyuwa song
traditions have been documented by Associate Professor John Bradley and Associate Professor
Elizabeth Mackinlay and feature in books such as Singing Saltwater Country and the animations of the
Monash Country Lines Archive. This serves as a solid foundation for analysis of the potential for
collective singing activities to be developed for the Singing on Country Camp.
SINGING SALTWATER COUNTRY 2010
Singing Saltwater Country is the product of a deep
cross-cultural collaboration and is testament to a
passionate individual fascination. Nicholas Rothwell,
The Australian, Aug 7, 2010
Singing Saltwater Country explains how knowledge of
place, nature and relationships is preserved through
long ceremonial journeys, 'kujika', which are not just
sung and danced in sacred rituals but are embedded in
commentary and seen as actors in their own right to be
negotiated with, alongside indigenous Law and rainbow
serpents. Tony Smith, Amazon Book review, Jan 20,
2012.
Singing Saltwater Country is an extraordinary blend of
ethnographic information, sensitive portrayals of
individual people, engaging stories, and eloquently
evocative prose. Nels, Amazon Book review, Jan 10,
2012.

THE SONG PEOPLES SESSIONS 2011–2012:
Produced by Barkly Regional Arts and the
Winanjjikari Music Centre in Tennant Creek, and
released nationally on ABC Music, this was a
collaboration
between
traditional
and
contemporary Australian Indigenous musicians to
support the protection of intangible cultural
heritage and maintenance of Indigenous
languages and traditional song cycles, creating
new forms of musical cultural expression.
The outcomes of the multi-award winning project
include archival materials of traditional Indigenous
music and commercial releases of the
collaborative recordings between contemporary
and traditional Indigenous musicians.
(Source: www.songpeoples.tumblr.com)

!
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“Our history is in those songs. It’s in everything
and connects all people with their country”
(Cherry Daniels, Marra translator, Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu 2012, p.2)

MONASH COUNTRY LINES
The Monash Country Lines Archive (MCLA) is a collaborative Monash University project between the
Monash Indigenous Centre (MIC), Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Information Technology with a
team of Monash researchers, digital animators and post-graduate students from the Monash Indigenous
Centre, Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Information Technology. The Monash Country Lines Archive
demands intellectual engagement in regards to issues associated with how best to construct a living
archive that is a decolonised space in which communities are happy to see their material stored. It also
provides an exciting place for scholars to work and share knowledge.
The aim of the project is to assist Indigenous Australian communities in the animation of stories that
combine their history, knowledge, poetry, songs, performance and language to provide material for
elders and younger generations to sit together and share knowledge. The Monash Country Lines
Archive uses world-class 3D animation to assist in the sharing and preservation of knowledge and
stories. (Source: www.infotech.monash.edu.au/research/projects/independent/countrylines-archive/)

GULF COUNTRY MUSECOLOGY 2013–14
The Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association through the Gulf Country Musecology (GCM) project is
documenting a dynamic cultural legacy of and for the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples of
the Borroloola region.
It is through the broader work of the GCM project that the content for and model of the proposed
Singing on Country – Language and Culture Camp was developed. The GCM project celebrates the
rich diversity and musical connections throughout the Gulf Country region between traditional song
cycles, contemporary music, social history songs, ancestral narratives, contact histories, migrations and
traditional ecological knowledge.
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The project revitalises traditional Indigenous musical ecologies, immersing local Indigenous interpreters
and translators, and traditional and contemporary Indigenous singers and musicians, in recording,
documenting and translating traditional songs, language and knowledge.
GCM evolved out of the Borroloola community’s expressed desire and need to extend and expand a
cultural program for the community that facilitates intergenerational sharing of songs, language and
associated knowledge. The project method prioritises opportunities for Indigenous people to connect
with, learn and practice sung language expressions of ecological knowledge, reinforcing the indivisibility
of language, song, country and identity and documenting songs, knowledge and stories using best
practice archival processes. During the course of the GCM project, a three-day workshop in language
documentation and revitalisation methods was conducted by the Resource Network for Linguistic
Diversity (RNLD). This was an extremely beneficial process and assisted the team and local people to
undertake appropriate processes for collation of traditional song metadata for archival purposes.
Multimedia trainees were engaged in the following audio-visual production training skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

learn to set up and pack down recording equipment for use in traditional singing recording
environments, including microphone placement, stands, cables, etc
learn what types of files you need to use to satisfy archival requirements
help choose the best recording environment (cultural considerations, sound, noise)
make good quality sound recordings
learn to use a digital recorder for interviews
develop a suitable filing system for recordings
apply a consistent naming system to files
download files to external hard drives
create multiple backups

GCM also promotes intergenerational language and cultural preservation and maintenance. The project
brings together a diversity of language groups in the Gulf Country and offers training and skills
development opportunities to produce media content for intergenerational celebration of traditional
songs, language and identity. It encourages cultural inclusion, promotes whole-of-community social and
emotional wellbeing, reinvigorates local media broadcasting, and supports the community’s aspiration to
develop and manage a community-owned knowledge and cultural/interpretive centre. Digital content
produced through the GCM project is locally accessible and securely archived.
The GCM project provides meaningful and locally relevant employment for local Indigenous interpreters,
translators, singers and musicians and radio presenters and media makers. This includes language
documentation and audio-visual recording of traditional songs, social history songs, ancestral
narratives, contact histories, migrations and traditional ecological knowledge contained in songs.
The GCM project outcomes will include the ‘Gulf Country Songbook’, an annotated songbook with
accompanying CD/DVD and 47 Indigenous language songs of the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and
Gudanji people. The Gulf Country Songbook will be available for sale and use in the proposed Singing
on Country – Language and Culture Camp’ (Source: Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association: Gulf Country
Musecology: Project Brief).

GULF COUNTRY MUSECOLOGY OUTPUTS
•
•
•
•

4 weeks of on-country remote audio-visual recording, archiving and documenting of traditional
language songs.
24 Indigenous people engaged and/or employed as singers/performers.
47 songs recorded, archived and translated.
20 Indigenous people engaged and/or employed as translators, interpreters and cultural
consultants.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

8 Indigenous people engaged and/or employed as trainee audio-vision production and post
production assistants, archivists and content managers.
12 traditional singers’ biographies, and narratives in relation to stories, language and
knowledge contained in traditional song cycles recorded.
5 short films of the project processes in production
4 short radio documentaries in production
20 days of ‘teaching language through song’ throughout the Gulf Country Musecology project
to date with an average of 3 hours per day dedicated to songs.
3 days of ‘teaching language through song’ in the development of the singing workshops for
the Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp!on West Island, with an average of 3
hours per day dedicated to songs.

Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp!on West Island 2013. Linda McDinny, Roddy Harvey, Jemima Miller, Dinah Norman
and Nancy McDinny sing for tourists. Photo © Karin Riederer

!

Leonard Norman and Kurtly Harvey completing song metadata at Black Rock during Gulf
Country Musecology 2013. Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss
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Marra Singers: Daniel McKinnon, Jacob Riley, Jacky Green, Cedrick John.
Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss!

Gudanji Singers: Katie Baker, Topsy Green, Elizabeth Lansen, Adie Miller (nee
Raggatt), Peggy Mawson. Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss

Elizabeth Lansen singing at Little River Outstation 2013. Photo © Benjamin
Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss

Yanyuwa Singers at Black Rock 2013: Roddy Harvey, Dinah Norman, Tom
Friday, Jemima Miller, Marjorie Keighran. Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu
Ellis Bayliss

Garrwa Singers at Robinson River 2013: Marjorie Keighran, Hazel Godfrey,
Maureen Timothy, Shirley Simon. Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis
Bayliss

Jemima Miller singing at Wulkuwulku (Kangaroo Island) 2013. Photo ©
Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss
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EXPERIENCING TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN REMOTE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
The Singing on Country Camp will provide extremely unique and authentic opportunities for tourists,
volunteers and students to experience Indigenous language singing with the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa,
and Gudanji people. This report refers predominantly to the songs and associated knowledge of the
Yanyuwa people due to the large body of research conducted on Yanyuwa song histories, but it
acknowledges the connections and interdependence between shared life ways, songs and knowledge
systems of the neighbouring Garrwa, Gudanji and Marra peoples who also inhabit the broader
Borroloola and Gulf Country region. The opportunity to be immersed in Aboriginal life ways is regarded
as extremely valuable to some tourists:
It is apparent that while most tourists are not amateur anthropologists, there is a small niche market that is
very keen on Aboriginal tourism experience and seek out intensive experiences such as visiting remote
communities and in-depth cultural encounters (Higgins-Desbiolles 2005, p.225).

Tourists, volunteers and students will learn that Yanyuwa performance of song is embedded in the
social, cultural and political contexts reflective of a complex nexus of relationships that govern Yanyuwa
people’s day-to-day understandings of themselves and others. When Yanyuwa people communicate
about song, the discussion often begins with a distinction between the creative source of the music
residing in ancestral or human beings. In a performative context the Yanyuwa term ‘kurdurkurdu’ refers
to performance that has origins in the powerful sacred realm, while the term ‘lhamarnda’ refers to
performances that are unrestricted, which are often referred to as open, free or public songs (Mackinlay
& Bradley 2003).
For the purposes of this report and for the benefit of potential tourists, volunteers and students exposed
to this information, it is essential to clarify the distinction between sacred and secular songs. Sacred
songs from the ancestral realm are described as ‘kujika’ and are based in actions of the Spirit ancestors
who travelled, marked and sang the landscape into being during the period of creation, which the
Yanyuwa refer to as the ‘Yijan’, commonly translated as ‘Dreaming’. The singing of kujika is therefore a
part of kurdurkurdu, which is restricted, private or closed information and not culturally appropriate to be
shared with tourists, students and volunteers during the proposed Singing on Country Camp.
Yanyuwa songs that concern the actions of human ancestors are known as ‘walaba’ when composed
by men and ‘a-kurija’ when composed by women. Walaba and a-kurija stem from past human
experiences and recollections and together contribute to creating an intimate social repository of
Yanyuwa life ways and lived reality. The songs are about exchanges and social interactions in everyday
life and social and cultural changes experienced throughout contact histories. The Yanyuwa peoples
use walaba and a-kurija to respond through music and language to the social and cultural changes
experienced by them, such as road developments, stock work, stolen generations and land claims
(Bradley & Mackinlay, 2000). As a different society evolved and developed for Yanyuwa people, walaba
and a-kurija songs emerged as resonate and powerful symbols of personal, social and cultural identity
(Bradley & Mackinlay, 2000). Uniquely and beneficially for tourism purposes, walaba and a-kurija
performances are most often devoid of restrictions and can be staged and performed at any place or
time and regularly at informal gatherings:
This genre of newly composed songs is used at one level by Yanyuwa people as a mechanism to
name, know and enter into unrestricted performative dialogue with their country through a musical
expression that resonates with emotion and memory (Mackinlay & Bradley 2003, p.233).

It is the composition of these open unrestricted songs from the Borroloola and Gulf Country regions and
the willingness of the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji people to share their knowledge and
language that make this type of singing very unique in its adaptability for tourism opportunities. Despite
the human composition and expression of open and unrestricted songs there is also a sense that songs
have ‘their own lives’, and a perceptive composer of songs will ‘feel’ or ‘find’ a song and develop it into
public performance (Yanyuwa Families and Bradley 2014, p.2).
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In performance, Yanyuwa music is primarily vocal with beating accompaniment often with boomerangs,
clapping sticks or hand and body slapping. There is a repetition of syllabic song text and rhythmic
patterns over a largely descending melodic form (Bradley & Mackinlay 2000, p.3). To understand the
depth of Yanyuwa music it is necessary to consider the Yanyuwa concept of ‘ngalki’, which is the
essence or substance of something being described that goes to the core of the thing’s real nature or
way of being in the world (Yanyuwa Families and Bradley 2010, p.51),
Translated ethnomusically, ngalki provides an important framework for understanding the complex
relationship between sound, concept and behaviour. In terms of musical structure, the ngalki of a particular
song is often described by Yanyuwa people as the melody. It also includes the type of beating
accompaniment used, the particular types of rhythmic patterns attached to song text, the way in which
these are fitted onto a specific melodic shape and the way all three components are combined during the
act of musical performance (Bradley & Mackinlay 2000, p.2).

The walaba and a-kurija songs have emerged as resonant creative impulses that celebrate social,
personal and cultural identity. Some of the songs have become anthemic ways of articulating
connections to country and mediating conflict. For example, the Yanyuwa people’s own name for
themselves is ‘li-Anthawirriyarra’, or ‘the people whose spiritual origins come from the sea’. The song ‘liAnthawirriyarra’ was composed by Yanyuwa elders, Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi, Ida a-Ninganga (dec.),
Annie Isaac a-Karrakayn (dec.) and Eileen McDinny (dec.) at Manankurra in response to the Borroloola
Land Claim (no. 2),1992.
Song:

Li-Anthawirriyarra

People of the Sea

Marnaji ngambala
li-Anthawirriyarra

All of us here
We are people whose spirits
Come from the sea
We are those people who are kin
With the island country

Layirli-nganji
Waliwaliyangka

The song has become a Yanyuwa anthem regularly performed for community events, festivals and
activities. It was also adapted in a collaboration with Indigenous contemporary singer-songwriter Shellie
Morris on the award-winning Song People’s Sessions album Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu/Together We
Are Strong. In 2013, ‘li-Anthawirriyarra a-kurija’ won the Song of the Year Award at the National
Indigenous Music Awards. Walaba and a-kurija, have intergenerational anthemic potential to ‘represent
one of the ways in which Yanyuwa people can identify with its past while embracing, expressing and
reinforcing a present and future identity’ (Yanyuwa Families and Bradley 2014, p.5).
The Singing on Country Camp offers an opportunity for Indigenous people in remote communities to
identify with their pasts through the maintenance of language and cultural activities while embracing
future potential employment opportunities through cultural industries and exchange. The development
of the public performances and teaching methods of open unrestricted Indigenous language songs such
as the walaba and a-kurija of the Yanyuwa peoples of Borroloola could provide a model for other
remote Indigenous communities with extensive histories of song traditions. In a performative dialogue
and social enterprise such as the Singing on Country Camp with tourists, volunteers and students,
Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji people can enact agency through walaba and a-kurija to
construct meaningful social practices, preserving and maintaining language and culture in the future.
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INDIGENOUS SACRED SONGS: PATHWAYS TO INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
While it is the extensive open song repertoires that make Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji
Ianguage singing culturally appropriate for a potential tourism venture it is the understanding of
Indigenous knowledge systems contained in sacred songs that could provide pathways into and
quench, as Morse describes it, ‘the incredible thirst of the world to understand our Indigenous culture’
(as cited by Higgins-Desboiles 2005, p.225).

Every one of the songs is very special to me because it’s got the
meaning of the country and animals that we are related to. In
my heart I really love it. We are connected to all the land: this
is how it’s important to us. The story has come from the song:
the story goes with the country, lets you know about the country
and what people were doing before. When we gone, our greatgreat grandchildren behind us will be happy that the song is
still there (Nancy McDinny, Ngambala Wiji Li-Wunungu 2012, p.10).
Linguist and anthropologist Associate Professor John Bradley, who has worked with the Yanyuwa
peoples for over 30 years elaborates:
The most powerful demonstration of this knowledge that relates to country and a Yanyuwa person’s
relationship to it is through the singing of kujika that have come to be known in popular imagination and
literature as ‘song lines ‘ or ‘song cycles’ (2013, p.6).

The singing of kujika reinforces Yanyuwa people’s relationships to all things in Yanyuwa country. It
catalyses the ngalki or ‘essence’ in all things, reifying a multitude of invisible threads of connection
where people stand in a kinship matrix between all things animate and inanimate:
Just beneath the surface each person is linked to every other person and to every other organism, and
there is a responsibility to preserve these invisible threads of connection. Knowledge of kujika and country
is a way of sensing the presence of a network of mutual interdependence that binds us to others both
human and non-human, both animate and non-animate (Bradley 2013, p.7).

The verses of the song lines, the kujika, are a distillation of the potential to negotiate and influence the
environment. The repetition of the songs becomes a learning device to store knowledge of country that
begins to explain to outsiders how much knowledge of the environment is required for survival. Singing
kujika is, however, much more than a primitive global positioning system or navigation device. In
Yanyuwa Law, singing the kujika celebrates and contributes to the physical, emotional and spiritual
vitality and health of the environment.
Song, to use an analogy, is a repetition of the country’s DNA strand and to sing is to bring forward all of a
country’s biology, geography, meteorology, its phenomenology, indeed the very biography of the place
(Bradley 2013, p.7).

For tourists in search of ecological and cultural tourism, an experience with Indigenous knowledgekeepers adept at sharing their understanding, such as the Yanyuwa people, offers profoundly
alternative perspectives and worldviews. Yanyuwa people demonstrate a strong understanding that
songs resonate continually across and within the landscape, offering a view to a soundscape rich with
social, ecological and spiritual knowledge. This knowledge is not only in kujika but evident even in open
and unrestricted walaba and a-kurija compositions. For example, in the song ‘Maraman’, which is about
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hunting dugong in sea grass country, the song reminds future generations of cultural practices on
country.
Song:

Maraman

Sea Grass Country

Marnajalhi maraman
Jalu-arrkananji walya
Nunkarnu-rawungka

Here is the country
Of the sea grass
They are harpooning dugong
And sea turtle
On the reefs and mud banks

Composed by Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi, Annie Isaac a-Karrakayn (dec) and Jemima Miller aWuwarlu in response to the Borroloola Land Claim (no. 3), 1999.
In the performance of walaba, a-kurija and kujika, song is a powerful medium that binds living people to
each other and their non-living ancestors and connects them to all other things in the environment. The
knowledge contained in sacred songs proposes that:
…there can be no separate boxes of sacred and secular, there exists rather the potential for all living and
non-living things to carry their more normative forms and the potentiality to become something else, and
this potential is always present (Bradley 2013, p.6).

If this potential is always present, in all living and non-living things, then outsiders, observers and even
tourists must also share a similar potential to ‘become something else’. While these Indigenous
knowledge concepts may be a difficult leap of understanding for tourists, students and volunteers to
make, being exposed to Indigenous traditional cultural expressions that propose alternative
perspectives and worldviews should meet tourist desires for authentic experiences that rejuvenate
body, mind and soul. For example, in a Yanyuwa cosmological view of their environment, all living
things, including all flora and fauna, have songs, as do the natural phenomena such as the weather,
climate, rain, floods and winds (Bradley & Mackinlay 2000, p.17). The songs offer a window to an
Indigenous perspective of connectedness, a fabric of many webs of interconnected knowledge and
understanding and a desire to pass that knowledge on.

Every time you sing that song it travels to all those Dreaming
places. I feel good when I sing that song because that’s my
family’s song…we want young people to take it on, and that’s
why this Nuwalinya is so special.
(Topsy Green, Gudanji singer and dancer, Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu 2012. P.12).

Garrwa Singer Hazel Godfrey singing at Robinson
River 2013. Photo © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis
Bayliss
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COMPLEMENTING ECO-TOURISM:
NARNU-YUWA WUNDANYUKAWU MAABAJ TURTLE CAMP!
Through the Gulf Country Musecology project, complementary singing workshop presentations were
developed for the 2013 Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp. The camp is delivered by
the Li-Anthwirriyarra Sea Rangers and held at Maabaj on West Island in the Sir Edward Pellew group of
islands. It has been running for 12 years and collects and collates invaluable data on wundunyuka (sea
turtles). During the camp, wundunyuka are tagged, microchipped and measured. In addition, hatchlings,
eggs and the sand temperatures are also monitored and analysed. All of this information supplements
Yanyuwa people’s rich repository of knowledge concerning wundunyuka. It also assists in the
implementation of appropriate management programs that ensure the sustainability of the species: with
all of the risks to wundunyuka present on country, including habitat loss, feral predation, possible
climate change, it is essential that this information is collected (Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj
Turtle Camp information Sheet 2013, p.1).
The Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger Unit has worked with scientists for 12 years studying the habits of
jadiwangarni (nesting turtles). During these times, senior elders explain to the children and visitors how
all Yanyuwa and Marra families and clans have special relationships and responsibilities to sea turtles
on country.! Songs are sung and stories are told, sharing knowledge to help young people and visitors
understand the connections between people, animals, plants and country that are intrinsic to Yanyuwa
and Marra identities. Scientific perspectives are also valued through the monitoring, evaluation and data
collation of wundunyuka. The Yanyuwa families and li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger Unit decided to
share these experiences with visitors, including tourists, and develop a complementary incomegenerating eco-tourism venture. The profits of the venture benefit all the Yanyuwa families and help to
offset costs to ensure that this vital research continues well into the future. The Yanyuwa families and
the Li-Anthawirriyarra staff identified that it might be possible to conduct a singing workshop to
complement the activities on camp and approached the Gulf Country Musecology team to assist with
the development of the workshop (Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp information
Sheet, 2013, p.2).
!

The singing workshops were developed over a number of weeks during the Gulf Country Musecology
project. The appropriate songs to sing were first chosen, followed by translations into English and
interpretations of the songs for tourists. Yanyuwa singers were supported to develop presentation skills
to share with tourists knowledge contained in the songs. Rehearsal processes included practice
performances by singers, questions posed to the singers by an Indigenous MC and presentation of the
meanings and interpretations of the language and the songs by the singers. The songs were performed
for a group of tourists, students, volunteers, sea rangers and extended family members in an
environment and setting similar to the proposed Singing on Country Camp. Feedback from the tourists
present at the Sea Turtle camp reinforced the desire for tourists to engage with and understand deeper
meanings of Indigenous languages, culture and knowledge:
It was very natural, I thought it was great that Nancy introduced every song and they sort of explained
what every song was about, for the kids as well, it made a big impression... The way that someone came
forth and actually explained all the songs, it gave a lot more meaning to what the songs were about and
you could listen and it distinguished one song from the other (Andrea Whiting at Turtle Camp 2013 audio
interview with Karin Riederer 3/10/13).

Much of the song material, including the translations and the performances, has been developed over
many years in the Gulf Country region. When tourists, students and volunteers provide recognition of
and respect for holders of Indigenous knowledge within social enterprise models, opportunities for
authentic engagement and reconciliation abound. Investment is needed in supporting keepers of
knowledge, language, culture and songs to develop skills in presentation and interpretation for tourists,
volunteers and students.
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The singing workshops at the Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp provided a framework
to begin the interpretive presentation process with the singers. Following are examples of songs and
questions utilised during the Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp singing workshops to
facilitate discussion and interpretation in a forum arena with tourists.
Question (posed by Marlene Karkadoo): The next song is ‘Jardiwarngarni’, the nesting sea-turtle. Can
you explain what the words of this song mean and what type of turtle it is referring to?
Song:

Jardiwangarni

Sea Turtle

Buyi yalari
Jardiwangarni
Nyiku ki-lhundu

There is not much meat
On the nesting sea turtle
And there are barnacles on its shell

Composer Jack Baju, (dec.)

Answer (supplied by Nancy McDinny):
This song is about the jardiwangarni. It says look the jardwarngarni is coming, but its meat is
poor, you can tell the jardiwangarni by the barnacles on its back.
Question (posed by Marlene Karkadoo): The next song is about the dugong hunters. The words of this
song claim that the dugong hunters had strong hair. Can you tell us why that might be?
Song:

li-Maramaranja

We Are Dugong Hunters of Excellence

Wirndalbirndal,
Ngambala-wada
Ndi-ngambala li-wurralngu
li-Maramaranja

Our hair is strong
And thickly oiled,
We are the inhabitants of the sea,
We are dugong hunters of excellence

Composer Jack Baju, (dec.)

Answer (supplied by Nancy McDinny):
You can always tell the dugong hunters, they are strong and solid and by their thick shiny hair.
When they catch a dugong they take that fat from the dugong and they rub it in their hair which
makes it strong.
Question: The next song is about rabijinda, the conch shell. Can you tell us what the conch shell was
used for? What do the words of this song explain?
Song:

Rabijinda

Deaf to the Conch Shell’s Call

Kanda-wukanyi a-rabijinda
Maraningu,
Barna-nykarrinjarrawu

The conch shell called out.
From Marani
It was not heard.

Composer Peter Jangurringurri, (dec.)

Answer (supplied by Nancy McDinny):
When the dugong hunters catch a dugong, they blow the conch shell from the canoes to let
everyone back on the island know. ‘Hey you mob, we caught a dugong, make a fire to cook it.’
This song tells how they blew the shell but no one heard them coming.
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Singing Workshops for tourists at the 2013 Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp on West Island. Photos © Karin Riederer

Tourist accommodation on West Island. Photo © Karin Riederer

Yanyuwa Singers rehearsing on West Island. Photo © Karin Riederer

Loading tourists and equipment onto the barge at Mule Creek for the
journey to West Island. Photo © Karin Riederer.

Nancy McDinny explaining song narratives for tourists at the 2013 NarnuYuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp on West Island. Photos © Karin
Riederer
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PRODUCT/SERVICE MARKETPLACE
MUSIC TOURISM GLOBAL TRENDS
Music travels at an exponentially increasing speed throughout the global community. Whether it is through the
flows of new media technologies, music accompanying mass migrations of peoples or people travelling in
search of new music,
…music travels through touristic movements, undertaken temporarily and voluntarily by people to places away from
home in search of new ‘musicultural’ experiences (Kruger & Trandafoiu 2014, p.7).

Due to migrations, travels and cultural interactions, music can become a repository for a people’s social,
political, historical, cultural, environmental and spiritual lived experience, knowledge and understanding
(AfroPop Worldwide 2010, Hip Deep Series). When people travel they can have greater awareness and
understanding of cultures and identities through the music experienced.
…Further studies of music travel, tourism and practices can broaden our understanding of identity and heritage and
foster intercultural connections that shed an important light upon neo-colonialism and neoliberalism. In an ever
increasing age of media representation through the staging and marketing of music, tourism activities concerned
with music offer important opportunities to debate the benefits and challenges in relation to the commoditisation of
music for tourism, including notions of ownership, authenticity and desire (Kruger & Trandafoiu 2014).

Internationally, music and tourism have been historically linked. Music is an iconic signifier of destination and
place and plays an important role in the manufacture of destination brands. Historically, countries, cities and
regions have been associated with particular genres of music that have contributed to tourism identities.
Sometimes entire countries are identified with their music, e.g. Jamaican Reggae and Cuban Music, while
regions such as the Southern United States are known for Jazz, and specific cities like Memphis and Chicago
are branded as ‘the home of the Blues’. New Orleans is another well known music tourism destination where
musical migrations, collaborations and intercultural connections made for fertile ground for the birthplace of
many forms of popular music, as it was the gateway to the Americas during colonisation and the trans-Atlantic
slave trade. These intercultural musical connections live on today in contemporary New Orleans and are an
iconic signifier of the region’s identity.
Today music tourism is creating new economies at many sites all over the world, whether it is backpackers
looking for the next music festival to attend or choral singers touring famed unison singing destinations or music
students and music travellers looking to broaden their knowledge and understanding of international music in
search of ‘musicultural’ experiences. Many people purchase travel to a destination in the hope of consuming
some of the local music, or to attend a specific music event or festival or to engage in a more in-depth
immersive musical experience as a student, enthusiast or musicologist. As Gibson and Connell note:
Music tourism is much more than observation and the ‘tourist ear’ … as it takes on a new diversity of possibilities,
involves more people and destinations, and results in new forms of expenditure (2005, p13.).

In Australia, music tourism is also a well-established form. Australia is building its branding as a music
destination through events that draw international and interstate artists, travellers and tourists, including
WOMADelaide, the East Coast International Blues and Roots Music Festival, Tamworth Country Music Festival
and the Big Day Out.
Indigenous heritage is an essential identity within and contributor to the national tourism industry’s ‘brand
Australia’. Indigenous arts, culture and knowledge have consistently been used to market Australia as an exotic
destination in a globally competitive market. The Indigenous concept and understanding of the ‘Dreamtime’ is
regularly evoked in Australian tourism branding and there is increasingly more opportunity to utilise and feature
iconic contemporary and traditional Indigenous musicians in campaigns. Promotion and marketing of premier
Indigenous music events and showcases at the national and regional level such as the National Indigenous
Music Awards, Barunga Festival and the Bush Bands Bash could provide strategic links between Indigenous
music and tourism potential.
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There is significant music tourism within Australia for domestic travellers, such as attendance of numerous music
festivals and music education and music touring opportunities, including collective singing tours. The bigger
question is whether the strategic use of Indigenous music could fortify ‘Brand Australia’ and provide the emotive
hook to entice travellers and tourists to experience a deeper sense of self and life and all the interconnections
that Indigenous Australia has to offer. Research conducted into potential consumers of Indigenous tourism
experiences has identified that:
Many people want…change, authenticity, personal challenges and the opportunity to enrich their lives with new
experiences and insights, increasingly people are wanting to engage with things which will not only rejuvenate their
bodies, but their minds and souls. In many cases they are seeking opportunities to discover themselves (Morse,
King & Bartlett 2005, p7).

Indigenous music can be strategically utilised to engage tourists in an invitation to discover Australia and offers
promises of pathways to unlocking the potential of a truly Australian experience. Indigenous traditional songs
provide one pathway to understanding Indigenous epistemologies that promote systems of relationships and
interdependence between people and place, connecting humans and the natural environment through emotion
and spirituality. The strategic use of Indigenous music in Australian tourism campaigns could fortify narratives of
personal rejuvenation especially in mind and soul.
Another significant factor is the growth of the ‘world music’ industry that has assisted in creating a range of music
tourism options globally. For the purposes of this report, ‘world music’ is defined as music produced, recorded
and distributed as part of a global movement when audiences primarily in Western European and developed
nations began to consume music by artists from developing nations throughout the world during the 1980s and
1990s. The term was first used largely in response to the increase of recordings in non-English languages that
were released in Europe and North America in the 1980s, and by the early 1990s ‘world music’ was a genuine
musical genre and counterpoint to the increasingly synthetic sounds of popular Western music.
This report concentrates on a number of potentials within the music tourism industry in Australia, including:
a. The linking via clustering of existing contemporary Indigenous music, arts and culture themed events
with traditional music, arts and cultural practices in remote Indigenous communities.
b. The identification of Indigenous music tourism clusters, circuits and destinations that link contemporary
and traditional music experiences in the Northern Territory.
c.

The development of Indigenous traditional music, namely Indigenous language singing as a tourism
product.
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INDIGENOUS TOURISM: WHERE’S THE MUSIC?
Australian Indigenous tourism has been the focus of much research and analysis over many years. It is
necessary to be aware of the different stakeholders in Indigenous tourism: tourists are seeking an authentic
experience, the tourism industry is seeking to maximise opportunities for capitalising on promoting and
celebrating resilient and proud Indigenous identities, governments desire economic community development for
Indigenous communities to offset welfare spending, and Indigenous people are seeking ownership and control
of tourism ventures in order to secure beneficial outcomes for their communities (Higgins-Desbiolles 2005,
p.224). In this report, ‘Indigenous music tourism’ is researched in relation to the capacity to develop tourism
linkages, branding and product development for existing contemporary and traditional Indigenous music projects
and potentials within the Northern Territory.
When Indigenous people engage with tourism they may be simultaneously attempting to secure their Native
Title rights, build the self-esteem of their youth through revival of languages and culture, and secure a safe and
reconciled community for their children, in addition to the economic benefits that tourism can provide (HigginsDesbiolles 2006). The inspirations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples in relation to contemporary
and traditional music may not fit neatly into economic rationalist tourism frameworks but can contribute to
cultural revitalisation, celebration and preservation.
Indigenous musicians, be they traditional or contemporary, have diverse aspirations for their musical
expressions that range across the desire to tour nationally and internationally, contentment with performing to
predominantly Indigenous audiences at local and regional Indigenous community festivals and events, recording
their music for distribution, and archiving of their language and cultural knowledge for future generations.
Jacobsen and Addinsall explain that ’pride, empowerment and cultural continuity are common driving forces
behind remote tourism development by peoples indigenous to many remote parts of the world ’ (20113, p8.). In
addition to these diverse aspirations, challenges remain in access to Indigenous traditional music beyond
Indigenous regional festivals throughout the country because:
…other forms of Indigenous musical expression in which local Aboriginal populations actively participate, remain
distant from tourism economies. They are…mostly the domain of informal spontaneous performances in remote
communities, with little regulation, no paid remuneration and intense links to cultural concerns (Gibson and Connell
2005, p.154).

Historically, Indigenous tourism policy analysis in Australia has shown that governments tend to ‘judge the worth
of a tourism project by the bottom line of the balance sheet rather than the well being of the people contributing
to the balance sheet’ (Whitford, Bell & Watkins 2001, p.177). Indigenous traditional performers and tourism
operators function in an environment of competing community tensions, aspirations and needs.
The road to success is a bumpy one for any enterprise, whether it is run by Aboriginal or non-Aboriginal people.
Add to this the need to maintain culture and manage sensitive ecosystems while trying to reduce community
unemployment and other social problems, and you can see how Indigenous tourism operators face almost
insurmountable obstacles (Liston Burgess 2007, p.29).

In regard to experiencing and developing Indigenous traditional music for tourism purposes, remoteness is a
significant challenge. Indigenous peoples in remote landscapes have to circumvent challenges such as distance
from services, limited infrastructure, meeting government regulations, permits and accreditation, increased
operational costs, access to visitors, time constraints and a low population density (Rhuhanen, Whitford &
McLennan 2013, p.69, Jacobsen & Addinsall 2013, p.7). Indigenous communities in remote parts of Australia
have different structural disadvantages, needs and capacities. Many remote Indigenous communities are
shaped by a singular livelihood, like tourism, mining or the pastoral industries, and their potential to develop is
dependent upon existing industry activity and local contexts (Stafford Smith et al. as cited by Jacobsen &
Addinsall 2013). Despite these complex needs and challenges there is a common trend for remote Indigenous
people to remain on country and to maintain cultural practices while also engaging with tourism opportunities.
Morse, King & Bartlett claimed in surveys of tourists that ‘the largest majority are no longer wanting to avoid
risks, but are keen on learning, gathering knowledge and seeking out “life changing moments” and to live a “life
less ordinary”. However, in the 2013 report Demand and Supply Issues in Indigenous Tourism: A Gap Analysis,
surveys which extrapolated to 3.3 million tourists determined that ‘staying in a remote Aboriginal community or
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on Aboriginal land’ was the least appealing option for tourists (Rhuhanen, Whitford & McLennan 2013, p.66).
The question is: Why are larger numbers of tourists not interested in remote Indigenous community tourism?
Rhuhanen, Whitford & McLennan explain that:
Over and above contending with external pressures including an unstable global economy, a high Australian dollar
and declining inbound visitor numbers, the Indigenous tourism sector, in Australia has also had to contend with
internal pressures such as negative perceptions about Indigenous Australians, lack of capacity, concerns over
marketing messages, and in many instances, the range of challenges inherent in operating in remote locations
(2013, p.127).

Indigenous tourism operators also need to understand their markets more comprehensively. For example,
Indigenous tourism operators surveyed overestimated the demand for Indigenous experiences by inbound
international visitors believing it should rank as the second-highest demand, when in reality less than 5% of
inbound tourists expressed any demand for Indigenous tourism experiences. Indigenous tourism operators also
experience challenges in relation to accessing the domestic tourism market, which is largely unaware that there
is an Indigenous tourism sector in Australia.
This finding is surmountable through increased education and targeted marketing strategies. However, addressing
the issue of preference and intention is more challenging. This study found that once respondents were made
aware of the range of product options via the scenario questions, preferences and intention still declined sharply
(Rhuhanen, Whitford & McLennan 2013, p.128).

The Indigenous tourism sector therefore does experience many challenges to its sustainability and viability.
Some pertinent questions remain. Could the use of Indigenous and contemporary music assist in addressing
some of those barriers? Could Indigenous music help to promote Indigenous tourism and brand Australia?
Could music tourism links be made between existing Indigenous events in regional and remote communities?
Could Indigenous language singing be developed as a stand-alone special interest tourism product and a
complementary activity to existing tourism ventures in remote Indigenous communities?
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODELS: TEACHING AND SHARING INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE
In a market where commoditised, homogenised and utopianised versions of Indigenous tourism abound,
authenticity remains elusive, often in remote and hard to access regions of Australia. Sharing Indigenous
knowledge to open new pathways to authentic engagement with Indigenous communities is a development
potential for social enterprises. Currently the tourism market is well served with a variety of eco-tourism models,
bush tucker tours, rock art tours and the like. The sharing of Indigenous knowledge, language and culture
through songs offers an emerging and under-developed opportunity to improve tourist experiences of
authenticity in Indigenous tourism.

I been sing all the way when I was young until I'm old today. We
sing for them and we teach them, little kids, 3 to 4 years old to 20.
We're teachers. We are proud for our culture in Borroloola... I'm
really proud of myself and every other families around Borroloola.
We are proud of that Yanyuwa song and language, Gudanji
language, Gudanji song, Garrwa language and song...
(Isa McDinny audio interview with Lynette Lewis and Joanne Miller, Gulf Country Musecology 11/2/14)
As songs and knowledge are inextricably linked in Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji ways and worldviews,
the tourist experience could benefit from ‘teaching and learning’ experiences more so than the purchase of
cultural performance. In many tours where short performances are enacted for tourists, very little Indigenous
knowledge is ever imparted, and tourists depart having consumed a performance with very little cultural
interpretation. Due to the systems of inclusive socialisation within Indigenous life ways, tourism experiences
based on learning, sharing and exposure to Indigenous perspectives offer more opportunities to cross the
boundaries between Indigenous and non-Indigenous ways of being and seeing in the world. It is the breaking
down of the performer–audience barrier that is necessary for the knowledge contained in songs to become a
shared experience, as Mackinlay observes: ‘Shared experience is a powerful reconciler of differences – even of
worldviews’ (Mackinlay 1998, p.26).
Academics Elizabeth Mackinlay and John Bradley have worked with Yanyuwa people for many years and have
immersed themselves in Yanyuwa song traditions. They also developed opportunities for Yanyuwa performers
to teach their cultural traditions to non-Indigenous people in a university environment. Their initiatives provide
valuable insight into the potential to create tourism products as ‘learning’ exchanges utilising Indigenous song
traditions.
From the mid 1990s to the mid 2000s, Yanyuwa performers, singers and cultural custodians travelled to
Brisbane once a year to teach students at the University of Queensland in a course called ‘Aboriginal Music:
Performing Power, Place and Identity’ (Mackinlay 2006). When Indigenous performers become educators it
provides pathways for non-Indigenous students to come to an understanding of Indigenous Australian musicculture through a shared experience of performance (Bradley & Mackinlay 2003, p.238). This shared experience
becomes a dialogue of enacted reconciliation where Yanyuwa performers are recognised as experts in their own
right and also recognise the value to be gained from educating non-Indigenous people about Yanyuwa life ways
and perspectives. Mackinlay and Bradley describe the benefits of recognition for local people:
The Yanyuwa women hold their heads high and stand proud as they walk through their community as strong
women whose authority and power lies in the knowledge they have about song, dance, country and culture (2003,
p.238).

When Indigenous performers are given the opportunity to teach non-Indigenous people, their voices speak from
the margins to the centre in their own way and on their own terms. Participants and students in the exchanges
remarked that being able to perform, sing and dance together brought a closeness and ‘feeling of togetherness
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that would otherwise be unattainable’ (Bradley & Mackinlay 2003, p.240). This closeness and togetherness
experienced by students of Indigenous performance could also be the elusive authenticity desired by tourists
and outsiders to Indigenous communities.
When shared performative experiences are encouraged, a two-way conversation of negotiation and renegotiation is enabled between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people. These exchanges can challenge,
change or maintain perceptions of Indigenous peoples and cultures as two different ways of knowing are
reconciled and have the potential to emanate universally.
This two-way conversation does not need to confine itself to classrooms in Australian universities. It has a character
which is truly global in that it defies all geographical and cultural boundaries, and the more involved themselves in
the conversation, the greater are our chances for cross cultural understanding and respect for all ways of knowing
(Mackinlay 1998, p.26).

In these spaces, the musical exchange opens doorways for tolerance and acceptance and resonates powerfully
within markets and movements of reconciliation tourism. Cultural performative exchanges give Indigenous
peoples opportunities to be valued and recognised for their cultural knowledge. An important message that
Indigenous performers want to convey is that they are the first Australians, and that despite colonisation and all
the mainstream stereotypes, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have survived (Mackinlay 2006, p.31).
When singing in groups, non-Indigenous people can engage with Indigenous people in an embodied way,
creating a reciprocal dialogue that breaks down the borders between audience and performer and between the
self and the other. An experience of this nature may fuel non-Indigenous people’s imaginings of Indigenous
peoples. However, if approached with a pragmatic realism it is in these spaces that social, cultural, political and
historical differences are revealed and provide opportunities for outsiders’ inclusion in authentic Indigenous
performance. For Yanyuwa people, the sharing of knowledge through song and dance in a variety of educational
settings is one way that the community sustains itself as individuals, a community and a culture, remaining truly
Yanyuwa people (Mackinlay 2006, p.32). Tamisari claims that it is only by:
bursting into the intimate sphere of the Other by becoming a singing dancing body alongside other singing and
dancing bodies, that a person opens themselves up to the possibility of making meaning and transformation. The
interaction that occurs between ‘Other’ and “I” through performance has the potential to collapse oppositional
differences and boundaries (as cited by Mackinlay 2005, p.123).

When such boundaries are crossed, non-Indigenous people have an opportunity to re-evaluate their perceptions
about Indigenous people by listening to, experiencing and performing with Indigenous voices and thereby gain
an appreciation of the complexities of Indigenous performance traditions. Teaching and collective performing
becomes a relationship-building exercise when sharing Indigenous song traditions for tourism opportunities.
For the Yanyuwa women, the performance becomes one that is not about being put on display as singing and
dancing objects but rather a process of developing a relationship with Others to share knowledge through a
collective performative experience (Mackinlay 2005, p.138).

Mackinlay (2005) asserts that offering real opportunities for listening to, learning from and performing Indigenous
language songs with Indigenous people is one part of the process of decolonising minds to actively resist
idealised spectacles of the ‘exotic Aboriginal’ and promote practical and realistic opportunities for personal
experiences of reconciliation within education and tourism arenas.
Further practical processes for the development of teaching and sharing Indigenous knowledge were provided
through the Gulf Country Musecology project in 2013 when a number of local Indigenous people were engaged
in training provided by the Resource Network for Linguistic Diversity (RNLD). Indigenous interpreters and
translators were involved in a three-day workshop in language documentation and revitalisation methods. This
was an extremely beneficial process and assisted the team and local people to conduct appropriate processes
for collation for archival purposes of traditional song metadata. The training was attended by Marlene Karkadoo,
Lynette Lewis, Joanne Miller and Marjorie Keighran. RNLD is interested in providing ongoing training in future
years to the Borroloola region, which would complement community desires for programs to support the
intergenerational transfer of language and culture, such as the proposed Singing on Country Camp. Through the
RNLD course, trainees were also engaged in the ‘master–apprentice’ approach to Indigenous language
learning, which has been implemented in locations around Australia, including Kununurra, with success. Lynette
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Lewis, a woman of Gudanji/Wambaya/Garrwa and Warumungu heritage, was invited by Gudanji elders to return
to Borroloola to learn some of the Gudanji songs. Lynette’s mother was a Wambaya woman who grew up on the
Barkly Tablelands with Gudanji people. During the song teaching processes with Gudanji elder Elizabeth
Lansen, Lynette expressed the personal importance of intergenerational language and song learning in the Gulf
Country Musecology project when she stated:
I feel really honoured and privileged that they would ask for me and I feel I don’t want to let them down, I want to
be able to catch the song and hold it and learn it properly (Gulf Country Musecology interview 2014).

The opportunity to hear and learn Indigenous language songs from their elders is a unique experience even for
adult language learners like Lynette. The proposed Singing on Country Camp builds on this work and provides
an opportunity to break down the barriers between performers and audiences and extend this model to learners
including non-Indigenous tourists, students and volunteers and, in the process, provide pathways for individual
and lived experiences of reconciliation.

Elizabeth Lansen teaching Lynette Lewis Gudanji songs during the Gulf Country Musecology project 2013 at Waralungku Arts. Photo
© Sandy Edwards.
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODELS: RECONCILIATION TOURISM
I want to feel more part of the land in which I live…it will help me to be more mindful of the nature of the land in
which I live and my place in it (Australian tourist, cited in Galliford 2007, p.228).

Reconciliation cannot be achieved without both non-Indigenous and Indigenous people working together.
Indigenous peoples alone cannot change the social structures and eliminate racism. Non-Indigenous people
must also take some responsibility for knowing, acting and speaking in this dialogue (Mackinlay & Bradley 2003,
p.239). Garma Festival is a very good example of opening up a dialogue where non-Indigenous people can be
exposed to Indigenous knowledge, perspectives and life ways.
Garma is a big word it implies a triangle of negotiation. When you step into that tri-angle you must be prepared to
be open and negotiate matters of knowledge. Garma is a way for indigenous and non-indigenous Australians to
share and develop different types of knowledge, and to encourage collective memories about teaching and learning
(Mackinlay & Bradley 2003, p.239).

Under purely economic models, the social potential of established events such as Garma or proposed
exchanges such as the ‘Singing on Country – Language and Culture Camp’ are not realised. The power of
exchange becomes much more than an industry, it is a social force, which can achieve vital aims for humanity if
freed from a consumerist market-driven ideology (Higgins-Desbiolles 2006). The Singing on Country Camp
could contribute towards the preservation of an endangered language and celebrate a cultural tradition at a time
when globalisation is arguably a force for cultural homogenisation (Higgins-Desbiolles 2006). The balance
needed is to develop a ‘reconciliation tourism’ where exchange, learning, respect and reciprocity are the
motivations and where prioritising the needs of the Indigenous people and the community is essential to
promote ownership and sustainability of a project. Galliford says that ‘reconciliation tourism’ is seen as:
…encouraging experiences that educate and foster understanding, contribute to healing relationships, allow nonIndigenous Australians to reconcile the illegitimacy of their settlement, encourage the development of bridges, and
help to deliver justice to Indigenous people (2010, p.234).

Reconciliation tourism and volunteer tourism models provide examples that would meet Indigenous
communities’ desires to engage with tourists in ways that promote recognition and respect while also creating
opportunities for the preservation and maintenance of cultural traditions. In the reconciliation tourism arena, the
most researched examples are of the Camp Coorong model established by the Ngarrindjeri in South Australia,
which offers a range of education and exchange models where students and tourists are engaged in a variety of
tours, including history, language, culture and survival. The motivations for the Ngarrindjeri are about positioning
themselves as tour operators while asserting their rights to land and ‘making sure non-Indigenous people learn,
it’s about teaching non-Indigenous people about Aboriginal lifestyles and cultures’ (Galliford 2010, p.235).

Many tourists…still voiced desires for interaction with
Aboriginal people on intimate levels that represent the
interpersonal essence and meaning of reconciliation – a
coming together and an opportunity for mutual awareness,
understanding and respect.
(Galliford 2010, p.233).

If Indigenous tourism can offer an alternative to banal pleasure-seeking escapism, it can provide profound
opportunities for a widely shared human desire to understand others with the reciprocal potential that we may
come to understand ourselves (Higgins-Desbiolles 2006). The Singing on Country Camp and other immersive
experiential models propose a cultural exchange that fosters reconciliation while also providing what HigginsDesbiolles describes as:
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…a new tourism that will accompany a society shift against the uniformity of modern life and [which] may well
become again a true discovery, a place of experiences and learning, a means of human enrichment, a stimulus for
a better reality and a better society (2006, p.1197).

While Indigenous tourism offers opportunities for understanding Indigenous peoples and communities, it is also
important to balance the economic, social, cultural and environmental aspirations of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander communities. Indigenous peoples have used cultural tourism and art production not only as a means to
achieve economic empowerment but as a means of asserting their rights and autonomy (Higgins-Desbiolles
2005). Reconciliation tourism offers opportunities to chip away at the barriers between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians. Models such as Camp Coorong in South Australia, the Tribal Warrior in Sydney and the
proposed Singing on Country Camp especially give opportunities to address concerns such as understanding
country and recognising the importance of land to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, promoting
improved relationships, and respect for cultural difference and a shared history. Reconciliation tourism may be
limited to a specialised market of tourists interested in social experiences through tourism but it may also make
larger contributions to society by providing a more humanistic form of globalisation. As the leaders of the Camp
Coorong reconciliation tourism initiative in South Australia claim:
We don’t put a value on the dollar, we put education, love and understanding first…We’re not doing this to get rich –
we’re doing it to help solve a problem (Higgins-Desbiolles 2005, p.239).

These sentiments were echoed by Indigenous singers in Borroloola during the Singing on Country Camp
consultations:
We should do this work to keep those songs and language strong for the future not just because someone is going
to pay us to sing. This is our culture; we should keep it strong (Topsy Green, IMJ consultations, Borroloola 2013).

Tourist desires to engage with Indigenous people, to learn about Indigenous stories, perspectives, connections
to land and cultural traditions is another way not just of viewing Indigeneity but themselves as Australians.
Galliford (2010) proposes this desire for knowledge of ‘Australianness’ could be viewed in a nationalist discourse
when some Australians are engaged in an effort to understand what it means to be and what perhaps
constitutes an Australian.
Galliford (2010) found that sharing some degree of intimacy with Indigenous people rather than the cultural
aspects of tours is often of more interest to tourists. What could be more uniquely Australian than spending time
with Indigenous people? It is in the intimate spaces and experiences between Indigenous people and tourists
where reflections on identity and the lived reality of remote Indigenous communities challenge authentic
‘primitivist’ myths. Galliford terms it:
…an intimacy borne of intercultural engagement … the potential to not only break through the persistent
romantic/primitivist discourses that define an ‘authentic’ Aboriginality in the popular imagination, but can also
contribute to attitudinal change and even personal transformation, or transversal, that can affect one’s own sense of
cultural and/or national identity (2010, p.230).

Australians have historically been confronted by assertions of Indigenous justice, whether it is Land Rights, the
Stolen Generations, the Northern Territory Emergency Response or many other issues and causes. A deep
desire to reconcile the past emerges as a prominent signifier of contemporary Australian belonging and identity
when tourists desire to have more intimacy with and to engage and learn from Indigenous people and
communities. As Galliford says:
When Australian tourists, and particularly Anglo-Australian tourists, experience Aboriginal cultural tourism they can
reflect on the fact that they are actually on Aboriginal land, in Aboriginal country, surrounded by Aboriginal signs of
a vast historical past and a strong ongoing presence. In this way, presupposed and taken for granted notions of
national identity and belonging can be problematised or decentered to good effect (2010, p.232).
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SOCIAL ENTERPRISE MODELS: VOLUNTEER TOURISM
In volunteer tourism, tourists use their holidays and funds to contribute to projects focused on community
development. Volunteer tourism is described as a ‘direct interactive experience that causes value change and
changed consciousness in the individual…while providing community development required by local
communities (Wearing as cited in Higgins-Desbiolles 2006, p.5). Volunteer tourism has seen a meteoric
expansion of volunteer opportunities through the globe in recent decades, which is witnessed in the ‘gap year’
phenomena, which is substituting longer term immersive tourism experience for traditional short term back
packer tourism experiences,
The volunteerism phenomenon is rocking the travel world…By staying in one place and interacting with local
people, you will learn far more about the local culture and form genuine friendships (Lorimer as cited in Young,
2008, p.195).

Even before volunteer tourism, long term extended travel was seen as an educational pursuit with significant
cultural capital related to personal development and self-improvement. The growth of travel guidebooks has
contributed to this movement by mobilising a narrative of the ‘alternative traveller’ interested in authentic,
responsible and culturally appropriate exchanges and experiences (Young 2008). Alternative travellers are in
search of the exotic and the remote, for authentic and unspoiled areas off the well-worn tracks of established
tourism circuits. As this movement expands there is a growing interest in and appreciation of Indigenous
cultures and traditions. Travellers to remote parts of Australia who can spend extended periods of time will have
more opportunities to have meaningful and authentic experiences with Aboriginal Australia (Young 2008).
Volunteerism with Indigenous Australian communities is well established. Indigenous Community Volunteers
(ICV) has offices in every state and territory to connect volunteers and students with Indigenous communities,
projects and programs in need of volunteer support. Increasingly, tertiary institutions and schools are also
providing opportunities for students to experience cultural exchange with Indigenous communities. ICV has
historically supported social enterprise models in remote Indigenous communities seeking volunteer assistance.
Some of their successful programs include adult numeracy and literacy programs in Punmu and Jigalong, WA; a
‘Ranger Caring for Country’ forum in the Kimberley; a Women Working on Country camp in Warburton
Community, WA; a community festival in Bulman in the NT; media archiving and digitising work at the Central
Australian Aboriginal Media Association in Alice Springs; and a cultural camp for Indigenous children in
Brisbane’s north. One ICV volunteer articulates the benefits to volunteers for supporting social enterprise
models in remote Indigenous communities thus:
Every project I undertake with ICV gives me a greater depth of understanding of Indigenous people, issues and
culture. The ICV model is really good – it really gets down to communities actively planning their own destinies. I
like that everything is community driven, without ICV coming in over the top and taking ownership.
ICV Volunteer Melissa
(Source:
http://www.icv.com.au/communities/examples/western-australia-caring-for-country-and-sharing-knowledge-kimberley-internationalranger-forum-2013/)

A number of strategic volunteerism examples in the Northern Territory are pertinent to the subject matter of this
report. The Yothu Yindi Foundation’s Garma Festival has had relationships with Melbourne University and
Charles Darwin University in relation to the development and hosting of the Garma forum. The Griffith
Conservatorium of Music has developed a partnership with Barkly Regional Arts and the Winanjjikari Music
Centre where students undertaking music studies travel to Tennant Creek to assist with production management
of the annual Desert Harmony Festival. The initiative aimed at increasing students' understanding of Indigenous
culture, has the potential to change the worldviews and perspectives of the students:
During this time we have explored collaborative music making and community arts as a site for mutual learning,
intercultural reconciliation, and friendship…The students have experienced first-hand the richness of Indigenous
culture and developed wonderful, lasting relationships with the artists they were working with.
(Dr Brydie-Leigh Bartleet, Source: http://www.desertharmonyfestival.com/#!circle-stories/c1vpp).

Saint Ignatius’ College in Sydney has established a similar volunteer model immersion trip as part of its
community service program in Borroloola. Annually a group of students travel to Borroloola and assist with a
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range of community development activities with local services including Waralungku Arts, the Mabunji Aboriginal
Resource Association’s aged care program and the li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger Unit. In the process, the
students are exposed to a range of traditional cultural activities focused around annual NAIDOC Week
programs. In an Australian Government Department of Education report, Saint Ignatius’ College refers to the
benefits of this program,
Seen as a watershed cultural and educational experience for many participants, the trip provides an opportunity to
engage with everyday life in a remote Indigenous community. While activities depend on the community visited;
students have worked for a day at the local school (e.g. reading to students and organising sporting events) and
spent an evening with Indigenous families. Participants may be offered the opportunity to view traditional material
culture, while in communities such as Borroloola and Alice Springs they spend time with Elders.
(Source:http://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/st_ignatius_college_riverview.pdf)

The development of a Singing on Country Camp in Borroloola could benefit substantially from a strategic
partnership or relationship with an institution or school such as Saint Ignatius’ College. Students could travel to
Borroloola and participate in a mutually beneficial exchange supporting a local community to coordinate and
facilitate an annual language and culture camp and in the process be exposed to unique language, songs and
culture of the Indigenous peoples of the Gulf region.

Volunteer students taking part in the Aeroplane dance at annual NAIDOC Week activities in Borroloola 2013. Photo © Patrick McCloskey
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CLUSTERING INDIGENOUS MUSIC AND TOURISM: NORTHERN TERRITORY
In addition to remote social enterprise models such as the Singing on Country Camp, Australian tourism’s ability
to capitalise on the established global movement of world-music tourism will depend on entrepreneurs and
Indigenous tourism operators creating links between existing contemporary Indigenous music, arts and cultural
experiences at major city and regional festivals and traditional forms of Indigenous music, arts and cultural
expressions in remote Indigenous communities and festivals.
A number of factors contribute to the inability to consolidate these linkages, including:
•

Indigenous Australian contemporary and traditional music doesn’t easily fit the ‘world music’ brand as
marketed by programmers for major international festivals in developed nations.

•

Oversaturation of the world music market with commoditised didgeridoo music has simplified the
reputation and brand of Indigenous traditional music.

•

Indigenous contemporary and traditional music is not widely known to international and interstate
tourists (with the exception of artists such as Yothu Yindi and Gurrumul Yunupingu).

•

Indigenous traditional music is considered too hard to access in remote Indigenous community
locations.

•

The transitory nature of travel itself works against opportunities for cultural immersion and associated
authentic cultural interactions.

•

Tourists believe they need to spend a long time in a remote Indigenous community, i.e. volunteering,
living and or working for an extended period of time before they would get the chance to experience
Indigenous traditional cultural expressions.

•

Short, commoditised tourist-version presentations of Indigenous traditional music, dance and culture
are available at regional centres, festivals and events.

•

Many international tourists are seeking an ‘authentic’ Indigenous experience that idealises remote
Indigenous peoples who, in reality, often live in profound structural disadvantage in ‘fourth world’
environments.

Indigenous contemporary and traditional music has never been easily categorised as ‘world music’. The music
of diverse Indigenous peoples throughout the world including, the traditional music forms of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples of Australia is often recorded, produced and classified within an ethnographic and
anthropologic frame in the interests of research and cultural heritage preservation and maintenance. Extensive
research and analysis has been conducted into Indigenous traditional music and songs throughout Australian
history and continues today, archived in national repositories such as the Australian Institute for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS), the National Film and Sound Archive (NFSA) and the Pacific and
Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered Cultures (PARADISEC) and numerous institutions at local,
regional, national and international levels. Contemporary developments in new media and archiving
technologies have motivated more Indigenous organisations, peoples and communities to gain greater access
to and control over historically recorded materials. This is evident in the range of archival media, arts, heritage
and cultural projects established in remote Indigenous communities, including Ara Iritija, the Mulka Project, the
Iwaidja Inyman archive, Nyinkka Nyunyu Art and Culture Centre, the Pintupi Anmatjere Warlpiri Media archives,
and the Twelve Canoes project, to name just a few in the Northern Territory and Central Australia.
Historically, Australian tourism has utilised and emphasised the ‘primitivism’ of Australia’s Indigenous heritage
as a selling point:
This nationalist framing of Aboriginality as a tourism product is dependent upon romantic and primitivist discourses
that promote Australia as an ancient land of ancient cultures but which in turn often reifies a passive and historically
located and subjugated Aboriginal presence (Galliford 2010, p. 233).
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The movement towards local Indigenous ownership and control of documentation and archiving of Indigenous
cultural heritage begins to give control of identity construction to local Indigenous people. Idealised and utopian
narratives contribute to the ‘exoticisation’ of Indigenous peoples as the ‘other’ and perpetuate romanticised
discourses and the unscrupulous promotion of primitivist authenticity within tourism branding and marketing.
These concerns are complicated with the wider needs of Indigenous communities for social justice and human
rights and recognition of and respect for Indigenous ways, perspectives and knowledge systems.
The reality is many contemporary Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander musicians and performers experience
diverse difference in their personal engagement with tradition, politics, cultural practices, language and
modernity. Contemporary Indigenous music is created from the myriad of these experiences sometimes
combining Indigenous languages and traditional cultural expressions with varying degrees of Western European
and popular music forms (Dunbar Hall & Gibson 2004). Indigenous composer David Page expresses the
politicisation of contemporary Indigenous artists motivated by limited ‘white’ perspectives and Aboriginalist
imaginings:
People sometimes criticise Aboriginals and their culture saying, “You’re not very political. You’re not strong in a
white culture way.” But the white way has made our culture very political and it is so strong. Especially in the way
we express ourselves through our arts. We never did write our stories in books; we told them, sang them, painted
them and danced them. The white fellas sold them or put it all in their museums: ours is a living culture that’s still
practiced and maintained today, but in a black contemporary way (Howland & Williams, 2010, p.1).

In addition, traditional Indigenous ceremonial music is not easily classifiable in ‘world music’ genres. Indigenous
Australian traditional music deserves respect as a genre in and of itself. When popular Indigenous Australian
performers such as Gurrumul, Yothu Yindi, Frank Yamma, Saltwater Band, East Journey, Stiff Gins, Lou
Bennett, Archie Roach, Waak Waak Jungi, the Young Wagilak Group, Stewart Gaykamangu, Tjupi Band,
Iwantja, Tjintu Desert Band, the Sandridge Band, Yilila, Dwayne Everett Smith, Warren H Williams and Shellie
Morris create and perform music combining Western European and popular music forms with Indigenous
language and traditional Indigenous music, a tension is created in the classification of works. Many of these
artists are branded as both Indigenous contemporary and ‘world music’ artists.
Australia hosts large-scale successful music events such as WOMADelaide, the East Coast International Blues
and Roots Music Festival, Tamworth Country Music Festival and the Big Day Out. which contribute to marketing
Australia as an international music destination. Currently, Indigenous music events are not equally marketed to
contribute to the Australian music- tourism brand. The recent establishment of the Boomerang Festival and the
strategic promotion, marketing and clustering of existing Indigenous contemporary music, arts and cultural
activities in regional centres with remote Indigenous community festivals, especially in the Northern Territory,
could fill this gap. For example, there is significant evidence of extensive music tourism products offered
internationally by tourism operators, including choir tours across Europe, America and South Africa; Reggae
tours to Jamaica; Cuban Music tours throughout Cuba; blues, jazz and cajun music tours in the USA; and a
growing music student tour market to many music destinations throughout the continents. Of note are the music
tours promoted by Songlines World Music Travel, a project of Songlines Music Magazine, the most widely
distributed world-music publication, based in London. The Songlines World Music Travel Series currently offer
tours to music destinations such as Jamaica, Tanzania, Brazil, Cape Verde, Spain, Senegal, India, Cuba,
Portugal, Morocco and Malaysia.
The clustering of existing Indigenous music events and festivals with targeted music tourism branding may
provide an opportunity to counter ‘primitivist’ desires among tourism participants and offer a more contemporary
but authentic tourism based in the reality of the social and cultural contexts within which contemporary
Indigenous Australians live and create music. A model that builds on the Songlines World Music Travel Series –
clustering, promoting and connecting existing traditional and contemporary Australian Indigenous musical and
cultural events and festivals in the Northern Territory – could support a strategy for increasing the engagement
of domestic and international tourists with Indigenous social enterprise models.
This involves reframing existing activity. Any viable activity that can effectively bring a cultural element to the
tourism market is ‘value adding’ to existing activities. Especially in the Northern Territory, the depth and
framework of Indigenous traditional and contemporary music, arts, culture, festivals and events already exists.
Many of the relationships between industry stakeholders and partners already exist and the music already
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exists. Promoting the success of these events and festivals via integrated clustering that links Indigenous
contemporary and traditional music might offer a way to bring these products to the market in a win-win process
for Indigenous tourism providers and the Australian tourism industry.
The challenge is to promote tourism clusters of Indigenous music, cultural events and festivals in regional and
remote locations in the Northern Territory to a domestic and international audience. Domestic and international
tourists could travel between Darwin, the Top End and to Alice Springs and broader Central Australia via
regional and remote community festivals in the Northern Territory, connecting and engaging with Indigenous
Australians and culture through a mix of contemporary and traditional Aboriginal music, arts and culture. The
primary aims of many of these events include the maintenance of language, arts and culture; and skills
development and capacity building of Indigenous community participants. They are evidence of the increasing
prevalence of social enterprise models within Indigenous events and tourism. For example, festivals such as
Garma and Barunga have historically promoted youth development, sports, health and education forums in
partnership with arts and cultural practises and activities. The Bush Bands Bash event in Alice Springs has
established an annual capacity building initiative for Central Australia musicians called the Bush Bands
Business, which is integral to the engagement with and success of the event. Artback NT Arts Touring and
Development’s Dancesite initiative is another successful social enterprise model: it supports a host region to
develop the capacity and sustainability to deliver an annual Indigenous traditional dance event. The model has
successfully been delivered in Alice Springs and Tennant Creek and is now being delivered in Borroloola.
EXAMPLE CLUSTERS: All dates in the following tables are from events scheduled in 2013. The example
clusters referred to in this section are based on observation of proximity and date of scheduling and potential for
clustering in tourism marketing and are not intended as a priority or preferential to alternative clusters of events
in the Northern Territory.
CLUSTER ONE: REMOTE TOP END
EVENT

EVENT TYPE

LOCATION

DATE (2013)

Merrepen Festival

Remote Indigenous
culture, arts, music
festival

May 31 – June 3

Barunga Festival

Remote Indigenous
culture, arts, music
festival
Remote Indigenous
culture, arts, music
festival

The festival is held each year in the
attractive Daly River community of
Nauiyu, just three hours easy driving
from Darwin on sealed roads
Barunga community is located 70 km
south-east of Katherine on Central
Arnhem Rd
At Ngukurr community, 331 km
south-east of Katherine along the
Roper Hwy (partly unsealed road &
low river crossing)

Yugul Mangi Festival

June 6–9
June 13–15

This cluster of remote Indigenous community festivals provides an example framework to promote Indigenous
tourism and music over three consecutive weekends in three separate remote Indigenous communities in the
Northern Territory within one day’s drive of each other. Many remote Indigenous community festivals are a
combination of sport, music, arts, culture and dance held over a number of days. For Indigenous peoples in
remote communities their festivals are the highlight of the event season, and they are eagerly anticipated and
attended by local people.
Merrepen Festival in the Daly River community of Nauiyu offers a combination of Indigenous arts, culture, music
and dancing and non-Indigenous music. It has been running in excess of 25 years and offers an opportunity to
explore the Daly River region while enjoying an authentic experience in a contemporary Indigenous community.
Directly following Merrepen Festival is the Barunga Festival. Lead Indigenous music label, Darwin-based
Skinnyfish Music, is currently on a five-year contract to run the Barunga Festival and it also supports production
of the Yugul Mangi Festival in Ngukurr community. With over 15 years experience working in music and as
festival coordinators, Skinnyfish is in a strong position to build on both of these festivals.
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Barunga Festival, held south of Katherine, is one of Australia's longest running cultural festivals, and has been
held annually for 27 years on the NT’s June long weekend. Visitors from around the country are invited to camp
and be part of a vast program of cultural and artistic workshops, dancing ceremonies, traditional bush tucker
gathering, didgeridoo making, basket weaving and a huge line-up of music and sport from the region. In 2013,
the event headlined with Gurrumul Yunupingu and John Butler, and with Skinnyfish’s extensive experience in
event production in remote Indigenous communities, the Barunga Festival is cemented as a premier Indigenous
music event with high tourism engagement locally, regionally and nationally.!
The following weekend there is another festival in the region, at the community of Ngukurr, a well-known musical
hub in the Northern Territory. Due to its links to Katherine to the west, Numbulwar and Groote Eylandt to the
east and Arnhem Land to the north, musicians have gravitated towards and migrated through Ngukurr for
decades. For many years it has produced festivals that continue to profile high-level performance aspects of
contemporary, collaborative and traditional music. The festival is a Yugul Mangi Aboriginal Corporation
initiative in collaboration with Skinnyfish Music, who have a long history of recording and mentoring musicians of
the Roper region, including Lonely Boys, T-Lynx, Bad T-Boyz , Yugul Band, Broken English, Tribal Vision and
more. Many of these bands, together with other local and regional musicians from neighbouring communities
such as Numbulwar and Groote Eylandt, often perform live at the Yugul Mangi Festival.
CLUSTER TWO: REMOTE and REGIONAL TOP END
EVENT
Garma Festival

EVENT TYPE
Remote Indigenous
Yolngu culture, arts,
music festival

LOCATION
The festival site at Gulkula is
approximately 1045 km from Darwin
and 40 km from the township of
Nhulunbuy, and about 14 km southeast of Gove airport.

DATE (2013)

Darwin Festival:

Regional city festival of
arts and culture

Darwin, NT

August 7–24

Telstra Art Awards:

Premier national
Indigenous visual art
award

Darwin, NT

August 8

Darwin Aboriginal Art
Fair

Annual Top End
Indigenous visual arts fair.

Darwin, NT

August 8–10

In Tune Music
Conference

Music Industry
conference

Darwin, NT

August 10-12

National Indigenous
Music Awards

Premier national
Indigenous Music Awards
showcase
Remote Indigenous
culture, arts, music
festival

Darwin, NT

August 15

The community of Gunbalanya is
approximately 300 km from Darwin and
can be reached via the Arnhem
Highway and Kakadu National Park.

August 24

Stone Country Festival

August 1–4
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Borroloola Songwomen; Leanne Norman, Isa McDinny, Roddy Harvey and Shellie Morris accepting the 2013 NIMA for Song of the
Year. Photo © David Hancock, the National Indigenous Music Awards 2013.

In the northern part of the Northern Territory, with the extensive growth of the Darwin Festival, Garma Festival,
the National Indigenous Music Awards and the In-tune Music Conference, opportunities abound for tourism
operators to link music tourists and travellers with contemporary and traditional Indigenous musical
performances.
Through the clustering of the Garma Festival, the Stone Country Festival and Darwin Festival activities, special
interest music tourism itineraries could be developed. Music tourists could experience a showcase of some of
the best traditional and contemporary Indigenous music, arts and culture from the Top End within a three-week
period. This would include both a remote community experience at either the Garma or Stone Country festivals
and a range of contemporary and traditional music, arts and cultural experiences at the Darwin Festival,
including the Darwin Aboriginal Art Fair and the annual Telstra National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art
Awards.
The Garma Festival has grown to become Australia’s leading Indigenous cultural exchange event, with an aim
of providing ‘reconciliation, education and understanding through sharing of culture and traditional practice;
promoting and highlighting Yolngu culture’ (Yothu Yindi Foundation, 2014). In addition to the sharing of cultural
activities, the festival brings together Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians at major policy forums
complemented by youth forums and expos of arts, music, song and dance.
The National Indigenous Music Awards (NIMAs) programs the country’s best Indigenous performers alongside
its rising stars for an electric, celebratory night of Indigenous identity through music. The event is presented by
Music NT and has grown into an essential annual activity on the Darwin Festival and national Indigenous music
calendar. The event has established a partnership with Triple J and with Virgin Airlines to promote domestic and
international tourism attendance at the event. This event, more than any other music experience, offers tourists
an opportunity to experience a collection of some of the most established as well as popular emerging
Indigenous contemporary and traditional music in the country. The high calibre diversity and range of acts is
evident in the NIMAs program in recent years, including Gurrumul Yunupingu, Dan Sultan, Archie Roach, The
Medics, Thelma Plum, Saltwater Band, Grant Nundhirribala, Djopla McKenzie, Shellie Morris and the Borroloola
Songwomen, Rrawun Maymuru, Dewayne Everettsmith, Kutcha Edwards, David Gulpilil, Jimblah, Bunna
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Lawrie, East Journey, Iwantja, Troy Cassar-Daley, Warren H Williams and the Warumungu Songmen, Yabu
Band, Sunrize Band, and Lajamanu Teenage Band .
The scheduling of the NIMAs and the Garma Festival within the time period of the broader Darwin Festival and
directly followed by the Stone Country Festival in Gunbalanya near the Kakadu National Park provides an
opportunity to celebrate the contributions Indigenous contemporary and traditional music make to the
Indigenous tourism industry.

Warren H Williams and Thelma Plum perform at the National Indigenous Music Awards in Darwin 2012.
Photos © Benjamin Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss.

!
East Journey performs at
the National Indigenous
Music Awards in Darwin
2012. Photo © Benjamin
Warlngundu Ellis Bayliss.
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CLUSTER THREE: CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
EVENT
Desert Mob Exhibition,
Symposium and Market
Place
Alice Springs Desert
Festival
Bush Bands Bash
Mbantua Festival

EVENT TYPE
Annual Central Australian Indigenous
art centres’ showcase exhibition,
symposium and marketplace
Multi-arts community festival

LOCATION
Alice Springs

DATE (2013)

Alice Springs

September 10–14

Premier annual Central Australian
Indigenous music showcase
Premier Central Australian multi-arts
Indigenous festival

Alice Springs

September 20

Alice Springs

October 9–13

September 4–6

In Alice Springs in Central Australia, a target cluster including the annual Desert Mob event, Alice Springs
Desert Festival, Bush Bands Bash and the recently established biennial Mbantua Festival (2013) enables
tourists to experience traditional and contemporary Indigenous arts, culture, music, song and dance.
Alice Springs is also home to the Central Australian Aboriginal Media Association (CAAMA), which runs an
Indigenous radio station, film production service and a music label and recording studio. CAAMA Music has a
long history and active engagement in the ongoing development, recording, producing and promoting of
Indigenous musicians through its label since the 1980s. CAAMA is also actively engaged in training and
mentoring Indigenous music industry technicians and crew through its Music Industry Ranger program and
annual events and activities in Alice Springs and remote Indigenous communities throughout Central Australia.
Music NT presents both the Bush Band Bash (BBB) in Alice Springs and the National Indigenous Music Awards
(NIMAs) in Darwin. The BBB is the premier contemporary Indigenous music showcase in Central Australia and
has attracted a significant following from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous audiences. It is a resoundingly
successful social enterprise model that combines skills development, training and capacity building of
Indigenous trainees, technicians and musicians through the Bush Bands Business program with a profile
Indigenous music showcase event, the BBB. Bush Bands Business is a professional development and
mentoring program for the Indigenous remote community bands chosen to perform at the BBB in Alice Springs
during the annual Alice Springs Desert Festival.!The annual BBB event attracts a crowd of approximately 5000
people and provides non-Indigenous people and tourists the opportunity to experience Indigenous contemporary
music from remote communities throughout the Central Australian desert regions. BBB has made a significant
contribution to the development of contemporary and experimental Indigenous music in Central Australia, as
highlighted by Neil Murray, songwriter and founding member of the Warumpi Band:
I couldn't think of a better way to build confidence and musicianship in community bands than by providing a
professionally staged concert for them to perform at. These bands now have something to aim for. All their
rehearsing and creative development can be put on display at the annual Bush Bands Bash in Alice Springs. It
generates a lot of excitement and community pride for both bands and audiences. Bands and road crew learn what
it takes to stage a professional performance. It provides a showcase and a springboard for NT bands to pitch
themselves to music festivals across the nation.
(source www.bushbandsbash.com.au).

As tourists search for authenticity in their interactions with Indigenous Australians, this event, which attracts a
large, predominantly Indigenous audience, is a realistic opportunity for music-interested tourists to be immersed
in the contemporary musical expressions emerging from remote Indigenous desert communities. The BBB is
also partnered in with another successful Indigenous music social enterprise model, the Sand Tracks initiative,
which is Country Arts WA’s remote Indigenous contemporary music touring program. Sand Tracks has
completed three years of touring Indigenous contemporary music to remote Aboriginal communities, (Pearn
2013). It is not, however, a tourism project, as its primary focus is the touring of diverse Indigenous musicians to
remote locations and the delivery of skills development and capacity building workshops as part of the events.
A 2013 evaluation of the Sand Tracks Tour (Pearn 2013) communicates key areas of delivery and project
aspirations that clearly demonstrate established beneficial social outcomes of the enterprise, including:
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• Audience Development – touring contemporary high excellence Indigenous music performance to remote WA,
SA, and NT audiences/communities
• Arts Development ! delivering skills development workshops
• Industry Development ! providing career pathways for established and emerging bands with regular annual
touring opportunities
As a result Sand Tracks aspires to:
• Promote and profile professional Indigenous music
• Assist the transition of emerging Indigenous bands to professional higher profile status
• Promote health and wellbeing through participation in music activity/audience participation and the delivery of
health messages
• Build and leave a legacy of skills within community to present performing arts independent from Country Arts
WA programs
(Source: Country Arts WA, Sand Tracks evaluation report 2013).

In addition to music events, the annual Desert Mob art exhibition and marketplace, along with the newly
established Mbantua Festival, provide another essential opportunity for tourism providers to cluster these events
and provide a range of Indigenous traditional and contemporary arts, culture, music and dance within a three- or
four-week period. The inaugural Mbantua Festival in 2013 has the potential to grow into the premier Central
Australian Indigenous arts and cultural festival. This event provides further opportunities to capitalise on the high
volume of tourists traveling to the region annually to visit the Uluru-Kata Tjuta National Park (Ayers Rock and the
Olgas), Watarrka (Kings Canyon) and the MacDonnell Ranges. While not within the same time period, the
annual Big Sing event at Ross River, Central Australia, is the best working example of a collective cross-cultural
singing tourism initiative between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people.
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COLLECTIVE SINGING – WHERE MUSIC TOURISM MEETS INDIGENOUS MUSIC
THE BIG SING: ALICE SPRINGS
People enjoy being among other people and using the most versatile and complete instrument, the voice. While
unison or collective singing may appear an unlikely motivation for tourism, there has never been the discovery of
a civilisation wherein music-making with the voice and vocal activity was not present and it is therefore a
common phenomenon across all cultures of the world (Durrant & Himonides 1998). It is the power of the human
voice and song that connects people through emotions:
…the human voice is a powerful agent, forever working on the emotions. It is the medium by which we express the
widest range of thought and feeling. Thought goes into words, feeling into sounds that often are less definite than
words. The gap between thought and feeling is bridged by song (Young as cited in Durrant & Himonides 1998,
p.61).

In an environment such as that of Big Sing at Ross River and the proposed Singing on Country Camp in
Borroloola, collective singing provides tourist opportunities to connect with and understand other cultures in a
mutually reciprocal relationship. In Australia, with Indigenous populations that have extensive and often
unacknowledged histories of significant traditional language singing repertoires, it remains a question as to why
more opportunities for tourism involving Indigenous singing have not been researched and developed. The
potential of this opportunity is that the very structure and nature of the communal singing activity makes it a
social phenomenon:
One of the great things that happens in choral groups is that people of all kinds and stations and abilities can get a
very real sense of togetherness, and common concern, and accomplishment. In a choral context this might go
beyond what they might be likely to do otherwise…It gives people a chance to work together towards a common
goal (Cox as cited in Durrant and Himonides 1998, p.64).

Through participation in music, people from diverse backgrounds, ages and cultural environments have
opportunities to relate to and understand each other. Music is socially meaningful because it provides
opportunities for people to recognise identities and the boundaries that separate them:
Music is itself a potent symbol of identity, like language, accent and dialect, it is one of those aspects of culture
which can, when the need to assert ethnic identity arises, most readily serve this purpose. Its effectiveness may be
twofold; not only does it act as a ready means for the identification of different ethnic or social groups, but it has
potent emotional connotations and can be used to assert and negotiate identity in a particularly powerful manner

(Durrant and Himonides 1998, p.65).
Collective singing is ‘not just another way of music-making, it is the ultimate way of expressing the human
psyche’ (Durrant & Himonides, 1998, p.69). There is an inherent power in collective singing:
The power of such experience is so great and its satisfactions so deep that those who have shared it are likely to be
changed fundamentally in their relation to music. For such people music inevitably becomes a source of some of
life’s deepest rewards. This is no small matter, given the universal need for such satisfaction and its rarity in human
life (Reimer as cited in Durrant & Himonides, 1998, p.69).

It is these types of people in search of new ‘musicultural’ experiences as part of life’s deepest rewards that are
the target markets of the ‘music tourism’ industry. There are well-documented examples of music tourism
products for people interested in singing. Many international tours offer music students and choirs opportunities
to travel together to new musical, performing and singing experiences. For example, in Australia, the Australian
National Choral Association has a partnership with Passport Travel to provide concert tours for choral groups to
travel and perform in venues throughout Europe. Gulliver’s Travel provides a tour to the World Choir Games,
and John Howie Music Tours offers a range of music tours, which include a ‘Tasmanian and Great Ocean Road
Music Tour’ and an ‘Outback Australian Music Tour’. The work of choral director Rachel Hore, who at the
Australia Day Awards in 2014 received an Order of Australia Award for her work with community choirs and
collective singing projects in Australia, is of specific relevance to the development of Indigenous singing tourism
potentials in Australia. Rachel Hore facilitates the annual Big Sing event in Ross River plus numerous other
cross-cultural singing tourism projects in Australia, the Pacific and Europe.
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Big Sing is a gathering of singers from around Australia at the Ross River Resort, an original homestead near
Alice Springs. Now in its third year, it is a wonderful musical and cultural blending in the stunning environment of
the East MacDonnell Ranges. The tutors, Rachel Hore and Morris Stuart, met through CAAMA music’s choral
project Many Roads One Voice in 2008 and are passionate about valuing and preserving the unique sound and
style of Central Australian collective and choral singing. The Big Sing program includes daily singing workshops
conducted by Rachel and Morris, with songs that are diverse in culture, language and origin. A part of the Big
Sing workshop process encourages leaders from Indigenous Central Desert choirs from communities such as
Titjikala, Areyonga and Ernabella to share songs, culture and language with other participants, including tourists,
volunteers and students (Hore 2013). In 2013, approximately 120 people attended Big Sing. It runs over three
days and nights and the range of accommodation includes cabins, shared rooms and general camping.
When Indigenous and non-Indigenous people come together to learn to sing each other’s songs through events
such as Big Sing and the proposed Singing on Country Camp, these activities have the potential to become “a
musical and social exploration and demonstration of the shared knowledge and imaginings of reconciliation”
(Rickwood, 2013, p.109). As Dunbar Hall and Gibson argue (2004), ‘unlike other forms of knowledge, music
emphasizes what is fluid and inchoate, and thus has the capacity to break down barriers and to forge new
agendas, alliances and exchanges’ (as cited in Rickwood 2013, p.110).
These community interactions use collective singing to enter the journey of reconciliation, where singing
becomes a potent and personal rather than political instrument of reconciliation. Individuals can often feel
disempowered and disconnected from larger, more political instruments of reconciliation; however, singing and
interpersonal connections provide opportunities for authentic engagement between Indigenous and nonIndigenous people (Rickwood 2013).
Big Sing ‘embodies a hope for a future that is strengthened by community and action; a future where Australia is
reconciled and more equitable’ (Rickwood 2013, p.249). Rachel Hore explains that the environment provides
opportunities for ‘both Anangu and white people living, eating, singing in harmony, learning and sharing songs in
different languages, meeting people from different places, learning different harmonies’ (as cited in Rickwood
2013 p.253).
The relevance and depth of these sentiments are evident in responses from both Indigenous and nonIndigenous participants at Big Sing:
In the process we may just have discovered how similar we are, how much we needed to laugh, that we each have
a story and it’s sacred, that language can be both a mystery and a trigger for unique insights to culture (Penny, as
cited in Rickwood 2013, p.257).
I came here to be in a part of the land I’ve never been before…to meet the people and understand their culture in a
positive way (anonymous respondent, as cited in Rickwood 2013, p.257).

A Darug/Gundungaran woman from urban Australia, who had visited Central Australia for the first time,
expressed her appreciation of the experience:
[…] and listening to the ladies singing in language. I think that’s the biggest thrill in my life because our language
was taken away. I could sit there and just listen to the talk or watch and listen to them sing. To me it’s just magical
(Rickwood 2013, p.255).

The proposed Singing on Country model in Borroloola meets the ‘singing in language’ opportunities desired by
some of the participants at Big Sing who had hoped to learn more traditional Aboriginal music and were
surprised to be singing Christian hymns in Aboriginal languages. In response to the tension between
participants’ desires for an authentic experience and the lived reality of Aboriginal singers in Central Australia,
Rachel Hore responded:
As we were in country that belonged to none of these women, hymns were our main musical link. Whether or not
you have Christian faith, I believe it’s important to respect this long and beautiful musical tradition that is sung
mostly by women (as cited in Rickwood 2013, p.255).
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The provision of an authentic experience of ‘singing in language’ through the social history songs of the
Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji people is a strong drawcard for the Singing on Country Camp. At the
same time, tourists, volunteers and students will be educated in relation to the lived reality of contemporary
remote Indigenous communities, in effect providing an experience of ‘authentic reality’ where utopianised ideals
are metered by the lived reality of the everyday structural disadvantage experienced by Indigenous people. It
would be an opportunity for non-Indigenous Australians to decolonise their desires for the authentic and engage
in a more personal form of reconciliation through a shared learning and performative experience (Mackinlay
1998, Bradley and Mackinlay 2003, Galliford 2010).
At Big Sing, non-Indigenous participants engage around the known interest in attending workshops in exotic
places, their desire for cross-cultural musical encounters, and an assumption of alliance with the progressive
ideals of facilitators such as Rachel Hore (Rickwood 2013). The Singing on Country Camp in Borroloola has the
opportunity to extend the Big Sing model even further by providing an in-depth historical, cultural and
anthropological analysis of extensive repertoires of open social history Indigenous language songs through
extensive research and the availability of relevant resources such as the book Singing Saltwater Country, the
Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu CD and the annotated Gulf Country Songbook. The proposed camp supported by
these resources provides opportunities for tourists, students and volunteers to connect with, learn and practice
sung language expressions of ecological knowledge, and social history while supporting local Indigenous
peoples to preserve and maintain their language and culture, reinforcing the indivisibility of language, song,
country and identity. Significant investment will be needed to develop the Singing on Country Camp model, but
once established it could provide a unique product that is currently not available to the Australian tourism
market.

Big Sing, Ross River Camp Ground, Alice Springs, Central Australia 2012 . Photos © Amy Jean Harding- Eye of Light Photography’,
courtesy of Big Sing and used with permission.
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Unison and collective singing workshops and activities at Big Sing at Ross River. Photos © Amy Jean Harding- Eye of Light Photography’, courtesy of Big Sing and used with permission.

Unison and collective singing workshops and activities at Big Sing at Ross River. Photos © Amy Jean Harding- Eye of Light Photography’, courtesy of Big Sing and used with permission.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
In the development of the model of Singing on Country, there was extensive recording, translating,
documenting and archiving of songs through the Gulf Country Musecology project in 2013. This
included a range of on-country field recordings with singers from each of the four main language groups
in the Borroloola region: Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji. Tourist-oriented explanations of a range
of Yanyuwa songs were developed for singing workshops with tourists for the 2013 Narnu-Yuwa
Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp on West Island hosted by the Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger Unit.
In addition, community consultations were conducted, appropriate songs for singing were identified, and
singing workshops were demonstrated by Rachel Hore and the Gulf Country Musecology team with
Indigenous language singers at Waralungku Arts in Borroloola.

SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP: CONSULTATIONS with RACHEL HORE
Rachel Hore demonstrated some work from her projects, including Big Sing, helped facilitate
consultations with the Borroloola singers and worked with Borroloola singers to identify songs
appropriate for teaching in collective singing environments with tourists, students and volunteers. A
range of questions was proposed to the Borroloola language singers.
CONSULTATION QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES
What are the goals and objectives of the consultations?
•

To discuss the local desire for and the potential to develop a tourism project where tourists,
students and volunteers could come to Borroloola to learn songs from local singers in
language.

•

For local people to understand how a project like this could be developed, managed and
delivered and to make a decision as to whether or not they would like to proceed and what
they would like.

Vision for the future
•

What would you like to do?

•

What is the most important thing for you as custodians, singers and language speakers?

The priority of sharing songs in language is for local Indigenous cultural maintenance purposes with
their own children and community. If there is a way that non-Indigenous people can be invited into that
space as tourists, volunteers or students then they are welcome; however, the major incentive for
language and singing work is the maintenance, preservation and transference of cultural knowledge to
future generations.
Who should be involved?
•

Who is already involved?

Dinah Norman, Jemima Miller, Roddy Harvey, Nancy McDinny, Leanne Norman, Joanne Miller, Mavis
Timothy, Marjorie Keighran, Hazel Godfrey, Elizabeth Lansen, Topsy Green, Maureen Timothy, Violet
Hammer, Shirley Simon, Katie Baker, Peggy Mawson, Marlene Karkadoo
•

Who should be invited and included across all the language groups and who is not here today?

Isa McDinny, Gadrian Hoosan, Benjamin McDinny, Linda McDinny, Alan Baker
What is possible?
•

Are there enough strong singers, songs and language in Borroloola?
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Yes, all of the language groups are represented including Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji. Many
of the singers know the songs of all the language groups so there could be the possibility of everyone
singing together.
•

Is it okay for tourists to learn some of these songs?

Yes, non-Indigenous people, tourists and students have learnt songs in the past. Some of the songs
have been taught in the past to school children across all the language groups.
•

Do we have a place where the camp could take place?

The camp could take place at Black Rock, or in town at the Caravan Park, but could also include day
trips to country of the different language groups. There have been some big Sea Ranger camps held at
Black Rock in the past. People could travel to Devil Springs, Little River or Poppy’s Pools to sing on
Gudanji country.
When, what time of year, for how long and how many tourists, students and volunteers?
•

When would be the best time for a group of tourists to visit Borroloola?

During the dry season, but people are busy with many meetings and other projects. It would need to
make sure that it happens in a time that doesn’t affect other events in town, like Boonu Boonu,
Dancesite and the Borroloola Rodeo.
•

If tourists were to come to Borroloola specifically to learn songs, for how many days should
they come and how often?

Tourist, volunteer groups should be small to start with because it’s important that local school children
attend. The camp could happen once a year like other Law and Culture Camps, over a few days or one
week.
Local Borroloola ladies have attended law and culture camps and walks across country in the Gulf
Country and Central Desert regions. These culture camps and walks have become good models of
small-scale sustainable annual cultural maintenance activities, which are owned and controlled by local
groups.
What you want to share: What is possible?
What cultural information can be shared with tourists?
Open songs, dances and stories can be shared with tourists.
•

Who will need to give approval for the songs to be taught to outsiders?

The ngimarringki (traditional owner) and jungkayi (custodian) of songs and country where the camp will
take place.
•

Who will talk for and explain the songs to the tourists?

The singers in each of the language groups can explain their songs.
Who and what organisations could help this project/camp happen?
Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association, Waralungku Arts, MAWA, Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger
Unit, Roper Gulf Regional Council, Borroloola Community Education Centre, McArthur River Mine
Students and volunteers could help like the partnership with the Riverview school (Saint Ignatius’
College).
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Existing Law and Culture camps in the NT have an established model of volunteerism in the project
delivery. Singing on Country requires volunteers willing to come to Borroloola and help set up, run and
participate in a language and song camp.
A volunteer tourism model may provide some of the human capital to assist the local community to
facilitate an important language, culture and song maintenance initiative.
There are many volunteer tourism models, e.g. Indigenous Community Volunteers, adopt a community,
adopt a school etc. A partnership approach with a university, college or school etc. could provide the
framework for an ongoing model.
What are the risks and what might make it difficult or hard to achieve? How could we answer
some of those challenges?
Community leaders necessary to provide the cultural authority to deliver a project such as a Singing on
Country Camp are in constant demand in a range of primary priorities such as housing, health,
education and employment. Including their own grand children in the activity will make it a higher priority
as elder women can care for children while also participating in the camp.
Teaching non-Indigenous people, while enjoyable for local Indigenous people, is a lot of work for not
much financial return. The most significant returns are always social in regard to cultural exchange,
social cohesion and emotional wellbeing etc., the joy of singing in groups. Teaching local school
children as well as tourists will increase local engagement in the activity.
There will always be multiple reasons why some singers can’t attend regardless of when a project is
scheduled. If a large number of singers is identified, then even if some can’t attend then others will be
available to teach the songs.
Most tourists to the region are engaged primarily in 4WD tourism via the Savannah Way and/or fishing

tourism throughout the Gulf Country. While this cohort of tourists may not be engaged in the ‘special
interest’ model proposed through a Singing on Country Camp, there needs to be a way to engage this
market with some form of complementary cultural tourism in a shorter activity or engagement through
Waralungku Arts.
How do you want to manage the responsibility for the project? What type of management
structures could the singing tourism project have?
The project could be owned and controlled through the local Aboriginal organisations including Mabunji
and Waralungku Arts. A tourism/singing/cultural maintenance project such as this will require a project
manager to work and consult with the singers and the community to develop, design and implement the
project.
What the objectives are: Making it happen. Teaching the songs
•

When is it best to teach the songs?

It is best to teach songs either in the morning or evening around a fire. That’s how local people learned,
by sitting around the fire.
•

How many songs can tourists learn in a new language before they get tired?

Short workshops of 1 to 1.5 hours are best because it’s hard for non-Indigenous people to hear and
learn Aboriginal languages.
•

How many tourists can we teach at one time? How many teachers and how many students?

Everyone should teach and learn together, all the language groups with the tourists, students and
volunteers.
•

How many songs do you think it would be possible to teach tourists in one day?
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Between two and three songs per day.
•

For how many hours a day would you like to teach and sing with tourists?

A couple of hours in the morning, then people should be free in the afternoons to visit country or rest,
then more singing at sunset and around the fire in the evening.
What are the expectations of the local Borroloola community and the singers?
•

What are your expectations in regard to music workshops, song language and cultural
learning?

Everyone singing together on country, teaching the children so they can learn language and songs for
the future and inviting non-Indigenous people to learn as well.
•

What is okay for non-Indigenous people to learn and sing?

There are many open songs that are okay for non-Indigenous people to learn which we taught at the
University in Queensland for many years.
•

What are your expectations in relation to accommodation, amenities and catering?

Everyone should have a tent and a swag to camp out. There may need to be extra water tanks and
some pit toilets may need to be dug.
The tourists: How do we find them, how do we travel and accommodate them?
•

What types of people would come to the workshops? How old are they, where do they come
from, are they singers? What language do they speak?

The tourists likely to come to the camp are people who like to sing and learn new songs. Rachel works
with a lot of these people around the country. They are normally middle-aged to older people, not so
many children and young people.
Most tourists, students and volunteers will never have spoken or tried to sing an Aboriginal language
and it will be difficult for them to catch the songs. It will be important to teach them slowly.
Tourist expectations
•

What will tourists want to experience from the tour?

Tourists, students and volunteers will want to get the chance to meet Indigenous people and learn
songs in a camp environment. They may want to visit nearby tourist attractions on country, go for a
walk, camp out bush and sit around a fire talking with local Indigenous people.
•

What will be their expectations in regard to music workshops, song, language and cultural
learning?

Tourists will want to spend a few hours a day singing, then may want to enjoy some time relaxing or
doing other activities.
•

What will be their expectations in relation to accommodation, amenities and catering?

Tourists, students and volunteers will want a good camping place, tent and swag to sleep in. They will
also want healthy food and access to toilets and showers.
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Promotion, Publicity and Marketing
•

What are some of the best ways to promote, market and advertise the tour?

Rachel has a contacts list of singers from the Big Sing and her projects around the country.
Organisations like Desart and ANKAAA could help to promote in their newsletters.
Rachel Hore’s contacts and dedicated following of singers could also be central to a partnership
approach in terms of accessing tourists interested in the model.
•

Who will do the publicity and marketing?

The Project Manager.
•

Who will take the bookings, manage the money?

The Project Manager and Waralungku Arts.
Technology, infrastructure, capital
•

What is needed to make the camp possible?

A Singing on Country Camp for tourists, volunteers and students would require a lot of support
structures and human capital. There are significant travel expenses, accommodation and infrastructure
challenges to facilitate the camp.
Transport of people would require the hire of a number of 4WD vehicles to travel groups of people to the
camp site and on day trips to country.
Pit toilets would need to be dug on site and temporary external shower facilities would need to be
constructed in a similar capacity to Turtle Camp.
A camping site with power and fresh water.
Marquees will be needed to provide shade areas for the singing workshops to be undertaken.
Tents, swags, chairs and tables plus associated eskies, water bottles, lighting and power cables.
Additional fridges and freezers would be required for catering purposes.
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Singing on Country Camp Consultations, conducted at Waralungku Arts and Black Rock with Rachel Hore and Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji Singers in 2013. Photos © Karin Riederer

Singing on Country Camp Consultations, conducted at Waralungku Arts and Black Rock with Rachel Hore and Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji Singers in 2013. Photos © Karin Riederer
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TRAVEL
Borroloola is located approximately 1000 km from Darwin. The remoteness of the location proposes
significant challenges to the development of the Singing on Country model but also meets tourist
desires for authenticity and unique experiences. Daily flights are available from all the major capital
cities to Darwin. There are also daily flights between Darwin and MacArthur River, which is
approximately 60 km from the township of Borroloola, where a pickup could be provided. The cost of
flights between a major city and MacArthur River return would be comparable to and sometimes more
expensive than international flights. This fact alone decreases realistic large-scale tourist engagement
with the model but does not preclude small groups of special interest tourists willing to make the
journey.
The alternative to flights between Darwin and MacArthur River is ground travel, either by hire vehicle or
bus. School, university or volunteer groups could hire vehicles in Darwin. The drive takes between 12
and 14 hours, often broken up with an overnight in Katherine or Mataranka. In addition, Greyhound
operates daily bus services between Darwin and Katherine where tourists, students and volunteers
could overnight and catch a connecting service, called the Bodhi Bus, which operates twice weekly
between Katherine and Borroloola. Once people have arrived in Borroloola, the Singing on Country
model would need a number of hire vehicles to deliver the project. This would include 4WD vehicles to
transport people and necessary equipment to camping locations and for day trips on country.
ACCOMMODATION: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP LOCATION
Borroloola has a range of accommodation options for visitors wishing to arrive earlier than the camp or
stay after it has finished, including hotel rooms at the Borroloola Hotel, a guest house and cabins at the
Savannah Way Motel, and cabins, caravan and tent sites at McArthur River Caravan Park. Camping in
tents would be the only onsite Singing on Country accommodation option for tourists, students and
volunteers.

Camp Location 1. Waralungku Arts Centre and McArthur River
Caravan Park in the town of Borroloola with day trips to a
number of locations on country for the singing workshops
including Black Rock and Bauhinia Downs Outstation. Photos
© Patrick McCloskey
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SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP LOCATION: Camp location 2: Black Rock Outstation approximately 5 minutes from the township of King Ash Bay and 40 minutes from Borroloola. Photos © Patrick McCloskey

DAY TRIPS
Caranbirini Conservation Reserve
30 minutes from Borroloola. Photo ©
Patrick McCloskey
Poppy’s Pools thermal hot springs at
Bauhinia Downs station 2 hour drive
from Borroloola. Photo ©
BenjaminWarlngundu Ellis Bayliss.!
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INFRASTRUCTURE
Infrastructure would need to be invested in to provide an appropriate model.
INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIRED
Shipping Container: For storage of all project materials
Marquees to host the workshops and provide shelter from sun, wind and
rain. (12 x 6 meters)

YEAR 1
1
3

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

60
60
60
60
60
3
3
2
2
2

87
87

114
114

87
87

114
114

1
1
1

1
1

Dome tents for project participants, tourists, students and volunteers.
Swags
Tables
Sheets, blankets, pillows etc
Chairs
Fridges
Freezers/Coolers
Generators (silenced >7KVA).
Water bottles 75 litre
Eskies 200 litre
Cutlery
Ropes, tarps, shade cloths etc
Lighting, extension leads, power cables etc

ORGANISATIONAL STAFFING
!

PROJECTED PARTICIPANTS

YEAR 1

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

Project Manager
Workshop Facilitator
Mabunji/community/
Project staff
Waralungku Art Centre staff
Project Volunteers
Singers
Interpreters
Camp Assistants
School teachers Borroloola
Educators external
Students external
Students internal
Music Tourists
Totals

1
1
5

1
1
7

1
1
10

2
5
16
4
4
1
1
5
10
5
60

2
10
20
4
4
2
1
10
15
10
87

2
15
24
4
4
2
1
15
20
15
114
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STAKEHOLDERS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
ORGANISATION/
PROJECT NAME
Mabunji Aboriginal
Resource
Association

LOCATION OF
ORGANISATION
Borroloola, NT

TYPE OF
ORGANISATION
Local Aboriginal
representative corporation

NOTES/IN KIND SUPPORT TO BE BROKERED

Waralungku Arts

Borroloola, NT

Local Indigenous multi-arts
centre and organisation

The lead community cultural development organisation in the Gulf Country region and
primary host and project management of the proposed project.

Mabunji provides the organisational framework to oversee the financial and performance
management of the proposed project. Mabunji manages Waralungku Arts and all
associated human resources and capital infrastructure required for the delivery of the
project, including vehicles, camping equipment, camping location etc.

Waralungku Arts can identify local cultural custodians and support recruitment of
appropriate local Indigenous personnel to be employed through the project.
A strategic priority for Waralungku Arts is the Borroloola region’s Knowledge Centre and
Keeping Place, which is currently in development. Activities undertaken during the Singing
on Country Camp could provide valuable identification of language, song and cultural
content to be included in the centre.
Li-Anthawirriyarra
Sea Ranger Unit

Borroloola, NT

Local land and sea
management organisation

The Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger Unit provides essential services to ensure culturally
appropriate consultations connecting programs with traditional custodians for land and
country in the saltwater Gulf Country region.
The Sea Ranger unit has a staff of approximately 19 members and a number of vehicles
and boats that enable delivery of its programs. The Sea Ranger unit also delivers the
annual Sea Turtle eco-tourism initiative at West Island.

Borroloola
Community
Education Centre

Borroloola, NT

Government education
provider

A partnership with the school is recommended to encourage support for local internal
school children to attend the camp, supported and supervised by local school teachers.
Aligning the mutually beneficial outcomes of the camp with the school curriculum may
assist in brokering in-kind support from education providers.
The camp promotes a framework for on-country cultural education and first language
literacy.
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STAKEHOLDERS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
ORGANISATION/
PROJECT NAME
Roper Gulf Regional
Council

LOCATION OF
ORGANISATION
Borroloola, NT

TYPE OF
ORGANISATION
Government services

NOTES/IN KIND SUPPORT TO BE BROKERED

Artback NT

NT, Borroloola
program office for
Dancesite

Arts touring and
development

Artback NT manages and presents the Dancesite initiative, a three-year Indigenous
traditional dance development initiative in Borroloola.

Provision of program support through the Roper Gulf Youth Programs manager. The Roper
Gulf Regional Council could also support young people to attend the project.

The Dancesite event is a good platform for the potential sharing of resources and
complementary scheduling of the proposed project.
McArthur River
Caravan Park
Savannah Way
Motel

Borroloola, NT

Accommodation

Provision of cabins and tent site accommodation for tourists, project managers, staff and
volunteers supporting the project.
Provision of cabins and rooms for rent for tourists, project managers, staff and volunteers
supporting and attending the project.

Borroloola, NT

Accommodation

Cape Crawford
Tourism

Borroloola, NT

Tourism

Provision of complementary tours and helicopter flights to local sites, including the Lost
City, Poppy’s Pools and Paradise Pools.

Barranyi National
Park

Borroloola, NT

National Park: Parks and
Wildlife Commission of the
NT

Barranyi (North Island) National Park lies within the Sir Edward Pellew Group of Islands
approximately 30 km from the mouth of the McArthur River. Access is by vessel only.
Excellent fishing and camping is available at Paradise Bay and Blue Mud Bay (NT
Government, Fact Sheet Barranyi National Park, p.1).

Caranbirini
Conservation
Reserve

Borroloola, NT

Conservation Reserve:
Parks and Wildlife
Commission of the NT

Caranbirini is a remarkable reserve, protecting a large number of habitats within a small
area. It is easily accessible, approximately 30 minutes from Borroloola on a bitumen road. It
features spectacular ‘Lost City’ sandstone formations and also includes woodlands,
wetlands and riverine areas (NT Government, Fact Sheet, Caranbirini Conservation
Reserve, p.1).

Resource Network
for Linguistic
Diversity

National

Not for profit supporting
the maintenance and
revitalisation of Indigenous
languages

RNLD provides training, advocacy, networking and resource sharing to organisations
supporting the long-term maintenance and revitalisation of Indigenous languages.
RNLD was engaged through the Gulf Country Musecology project to deliver training in
archival metadata processes when working with traditional language songs, and to
demonstrate the Master–Apprentice method of language teaching and learning.
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STAKEHOLDERS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
ORGANISATION/
PROJECT NAME
McArthur River Mine
Community Benefits
Trust

LOCATION OF
ORGANISATION
Borroloola, NT

TYPE OF
ORGANISATION
Community Trust of the
McArthur River Mine

NOTES/IN KIND SUPPORT TO BE BROKERED

Australia Council for
the Arts

National

Arts support and
development

Arts funding, strategic development and advocacy.

Arts NT

NT

Arts support and
development

Arts funding, strategic development and advocacy.

Dept of Prime
Minister, Office of the
Arts

Federal

Federal funding
opportunities: The
Indigenous Language
Support program and the
Indigenous Cultural
Support program

The Federal Office of the Arts manages the Indigenous Language Support and the
Indigenous Cultural Support funding rounds, identified as priority funding sources for the
initiative. The Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association has established relationships with
this department through successful ILS program funding for the Gulf Country Musecology
project in 2013 and the Indigenous Visual Arts Industry Support (IVAIS) Program for
Waralungku Arts.

Batchelor Institute of
Indigenous Tertiary
Education

NT, Borroloola:
Wurrawala Study
Centre

Tertiary institution

Provision of Creative Industries certified training and skills development activities.

Charles Darwin
University

NT

Tertiary institution

Provision of Creative Industries certified training and skills development activities.

BIG SING: Rachel
Hore

Alice Springs

Annual collective singing
tourism project

Big Sing brings together over 100 non-Indigenous and Indigenous people to share in
collective and unison singing at Ross River annually near Alice Springs. The Big Sing could
provide capacity building opportunities for Borroloola region singers and promotion,
marketing and publicity to networks of singers nationally.

Qld University

Interstate

Tertiary institution

A potential partnership with a tertiary institution is recommended to broker cross-cultural
exchange program for music students to support the Singing on Country model.

Griffith
Conservatorium of
Music

Interstate

Tertiary institution

A potential partnership with a tertiary institution is recommended to broker cross-cultural
exchange program for music students to support the Singing on Country model

Community controlled distribution of finances from resource development to local Gudanji,
Garrwa, Yanyuwa and Marra families. There are a number of rounds per year that support
local community development initiatives.
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STAKEHOLDERS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
ORGANISATION/
PROJECT NAME
Indigenous
Community
Volunteers

LOCATION OF
ORGANISATION
National and State

TYPE OF
ORGANISATION
Not for profit,
volunteer recruitment
and placement
organisation for
Indigenous
organisations

NOTES/IN KIND SUPPORT TO BE BROKERED

Association of
Northern, Kimberly
and Arnhem Land
Aboriginal Artists

Darwin

Non profit Aboriginal
art centres
association

ANKAAA is the Association of Northern, Kimberly and Arnhem Land Aboriginal Artists
supporting Aboriginal art centres in the Top End of the NT and WA. It provides support to
Waralungku Arts Centre.

A partnership with ICV is recommended to establish an annual program of recruitment for
volunteers to attend and assist the annual Singing on Country Camp.

Advocacy, promotion, publicity and marketing of the project through extensive ANKAAA
networks.
ABC

State

Media

Music NT

Regional NT wide

Music Industry

Nyinkka Nyunyu
Art and Culture
Centre
Katherine Regional
Arts
Red Hot Arts

Barkly region NT

Indigenous Arts and
Cultural organisation

Local regional NT

Godinymayin
Cultural Centre

Katherine NT

Regional Arts
Organisation
Arts Development +
Marketing
Arts and Cultural
organisation

Central Australia

ABC Radio, Television and ABC Open have been covering Indigenous arts and cultural
content in recent years, supporting the Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger’s Sea Turtle Camp
and the Gulf Country Musecology project.
Advocacy, online publicity and marketing. Project Management of the National Indigenous
Music Awards and the Bush Bands Bash events.
Publicity and marketing at the cultural centre in Tennant Creek.
Publicity and marketing through arts and cultural activities in Katherine.
Advocacy, promotion, publicity and marketing.
Publicity and marketing at the cultural centre in Katherine.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
!

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC TOURISM MARKETING EXAMPLES
Western European interest in musical forms from the developing world started a movement in the 1980s
and 1990s that established world music labels such as Real World, EMI Hemisphere, Putumayo, World
Music Network/Rough Guide, World Circuit etc. The establishment of major world music festivals such
as the WOMAD series and WOMEX also began to grow in popularity and artists from developing nations
were more regularly booked to perform at festivals in developed nations. For example, the
WOMADelaide Festival in Australia has grown from a three-day event bi-annually that attracted
approximately 20,000 people to a four-day event annually that now attracts in excess of 87,500 people
(McAnn 2012).
In a similar 20-year period the WOMEX world music industry trade fair, conference and festival
programme in Europe has contributed significantly to the marketing of world music and music tourism.
The WOMEX event is the premier international world music industry showcase and trade fair and has
grown into an event that hosts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2250 delegates and 1260 companies from 90 countries
800 concert and festival bookers, tour promoters and venues
560 labels, publishers and distributors
680 booking agents, 560 managers and 270 producers
300 national and international journalists, including 130 radio broadcasters
A bustling Trade Fair with 590 exhibiting companies from 50 countries at 250 stands
More than 60 Showcase acts with more than 300 artists from over 40 countries on 7 stages
The second WOMEX DJ Summit with a specific Showcase & Conference programme dedicated
to global club music
A special world & jazz focus
80 speakers and mentors from 25 countries in over 20 Conference Sessions; numerous
Networking Meetings, Presentations and Receptions.
Film Screenings in cooperation with IMZ – International Music + Media Centre, Austria.

Successful international music tourism initiatives such as the Songlines Music Travel marketed through
Songlines world music magazine based in London, and Rough Guides’ partnership with the World Music
Network provide multiple opportunities for international musicians, students and tourists to be immersed
in location-specific learning of traditional and historic music from India, the Caribbean, Africa, Europe,
South America, the United States and the Pacific. In Australia, however, with the exception of learning
yidaki/didgeridoo at Indigenous-themed festivals and events, there are limited opportunities for tourists to
engage, participate and learn music from Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander traditional singers and
musicians.
The association between UK-based record label World Music Network and travel publisher Rough
Guides, which has issued over 240 music recorded anthologies of the music of various nations and
regions, demonstrates the history, depth and potential for music tourism opportunities internationally.
Rough Guides has also published a significant number of special interest music travel guides for
aficionados of multiple and eclectic musical genres, including reggae, blues, jazz, country and western,
dance music, soul, Cuban music, hip hop and heavy metal etc. While there is a Rough Guide to
Australian Aboriginal Music CD and Lonely Planet has published a travel guide to Aboriginal Australia, a
music travel guide to Aboriginal music is yet to be produced in the Rough Guides music travel series.
Through the Rough Guide website a series of ‘top music travel destinations’ are marketed using music
language that targets music-interested tourists. For such people, music inevitably becomes a source of
some of life’s deepest rewards and motivations for travel and exchange with other cultures (Reimer as
cited in Durrant & Himonides, 1998). The following excerpts from the ‘top music travel destinations’ pages of
the Rough Guides website market a following excerpts on the ‘top music travel destinations’ pages of the
Rough Guides website market a diversity of destinations through unique ‘musicultural’ experiences on
offer, for example:

!

Seville Spain:
Spanish Flamenco is most effective in the raw, on stage, as hands and heels thwack in virile syncopation, a
guitar bleeds unfathomable flurries of notes and the dancer flaunts her disdain with a flourish of ruffled silk.
Seek out Los Gallos, one of the oldest tablaos, scour the cobbled backstreets for La Carbonería, a former
coal merchants where free flamenco pulls in a volubly appreciative scrum of locals and tourists, or head to
the old gyspy quarter of Triana where barrio hangouts like Casa Anselma exult in Seville’s home[...]
(Source http://www.roughguides.com/gallery/top-live-music-destinations/#ixzz2uIqYs2Kq) .

Cuba:
Cuba is beyond question the most important source of music in Latin America. This is the island that has
given the world the habanera, rumba, the mambo, the danzón, the chachachá – dance music that has
travelled all over the world, and gone back to its roots in Africa. One of the best places to hear live music in
the Cuban capital is at a Casa de la Trova – which might be a grand old colonial building or a small
impromptu performing space with a few chairs off the street.
(Source http://www.roughguides.com/gallery/top-live-music-destinations/#ixzz2uIroaBDm).

Indonesia:
The shimmering sounds of the gamelan have fascinated and delighted Western visitors to Indonesia for
half a millennium. A gamelan is essentially an ensemble of tuned percussion, consisting mainly of gongs,
metallophones (similar to xylophones, but with metal instead of wooden bars) and drums; it may also
include singers, bamboo flutes and spike-fiddle.
(Source: http://www.roughguides.com/gallery/top-live-music-destinations/#ixzz2uIuMvjsW)

Berlin, Germany:
The dance scene in Berlin is unlike anywhere else; all nationalities, ages and sexualities are represented in
Germany's capital city. Techno and electronica is taken seriously by DJs, promoters and clubbers alike and
the party goes on all night whether the venue is an evocative abandoned building or a stunning state of the
art super club.
(Source: http://www.roughguides.com/gallery/top-live-music-destinations/#ixzz2uIw0I6O3).

Essaouira, Morocco:
This North African seaport has a laidback musical rhythm all its own. Known for its array of music festivals,
visit outside these times and you can still find traditional musicians playing bass drums, reed pipes and
qaraqebs, metal chimes which are clacked together in the fingers. The Gnawas (or in French, Gnaouas)
were originally transported from West Africa as slaves. Their hypnotic music, a blend of sub-Saharan,
Berber and Arab influences, is key to their rituals.
(Source: http://www.roughguides.com/gallery/top-live-music-destinations/#ixzz2uIybvatW).

Another successful international music tourism marketing model that could be adopted in Australia is the
Music Voyager program. Music Voyager was built and co-produced originally with National Geographic
Music. The intention of the show was a travel series that looks at a country through culture, using local
music as the story vehicle. The series is produced by Tantra Productions, a content! producer based in
Colorado, USA that handles concept, funding, producing, broadcast and licensing for multimedia
platforms, including TV & cable, broadband, mobile, in-flight, and social media. The Music Voyager
program is hosted by ethnomusicologist Jacob Edgar, founder and director of the Cumbancha world
music label, which has regularly been voted ‘best world music label’ through industry events and
platforms since the label began in the mid to late 2000s. The Music Voyager series has done five
seasons covering individual countries, such as Israel, Columbia, Jamaica, India and the US. In each
country it does a series of programs showing the diversity of music cultures, events, festivals and
performers. In the US it has produced programs on individual cities and regions including Nashville,
Tennessee, Memphis, Louisiana and Los Angeles. In Columbia, India and Jamaica it has followed a
similar structure, producing multiple programs for a variety of musical genres of those countries. The
Music Voyager program successfully promotes the mutually beneficial relationships between music and
travel. The format of the program is a 30-minute music travel documentary and it is broadcast in 67
countries on eight international airlines and seven international hotel chains. Countries, regions and
cities are explored through celebrating their musical and cultural histories, performers and festivals and
events. This sort of series would suit an expose of a region such as the Northern Territory or a cities
such as Darwin and Alice Springs that have a range of Indigenous music events and festivals throughout
a calendar year.
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AUSTRALIAN MUSIC TOURISM MARKETING
Australia has built its brand as a destination for music tourism with signature events such as
WOMADelaide, the East Coast International Blues and Roots Music Festival, Tamworth Country Music
Festival and the Big Day Out. The establishment of the Australasian Worldwide Music Expo in
Melbourne, the National Indigenous Music Awards in Darwin, the Homeground Festival at the Sydney
Opera House and the inaugural Boomerang Festival in Byron Bay in recent years also gives momentum
to the continued development of Indigenous music tourism on a national level. These events provide the
framework for traditional and contemporary Indigenous performers from urban, regional and remote
locations to be presented in profile national showcase opportunities in major cities and popular tourist
destinations.
The export marketing of Australia’s live performance music is supported via the ‘Sounds Australia’ brand
and program, a joint initiative of the Australia Council and APRA|AMCOS, supported by the Federal
Government together with state government agencies and peak industry associations. ‘Sounds Australia’
is Australia’s music market development initiative. It was established to provide a cohesive and strategic
platform to assist the Australian music industry access domestic and international business opportunities.
In the process it specifically encourages and supports Australian musicians to perform at national and
international music industry events and trade fairs.
Tourism Australia has successfully linked music and tourism through the Making Tracks: Australian
Journeys Through Music initiative. Tourism Australia invited four members of the YouTube Symphony
Orchestra to Australia to partner with contemporary Australian musicians for a musical experiment.
Together they travelled to iconic locations in the Australian landscape and were challenged to
collaborate and create a piece of music inspired by Australia. Their journey was documented on film and
produced into videos that were broadcast live at the event and through social media and Tourism
Australia’s digital platforms. In the Making Tracks campaign, Indigenous destinations, art, heritage and
peoples are depicted in the advertisements and the campaign song features Indigenous contemporary
musician Dwayne Everett-Smith’s ‘It’s like Love’. The success of this campaign linking inspirational
music and landscapes could be extended significantly to include Indigenous traditional music and songs
in Indigenous languages that promote Australia as a unique destination due to the resonance of
traditional Indigenous musical ecologies. Artists who could contribute contemporary songs in Indigenous
languages or traditional language songs to such an initiative might include: Gurrumul Yunupingu, Frank
Yamma, the Young Wagilak Group, the Borroloola Songwomen, Yirrmal, Emma Donovan, Djakapurra
Munyarryan, Grant Nhunderibhala, Warren H Williams, Archie Roach, Shellie Morris, Lou Bennett, the
Stiff Gins, Dwayne Everett-Smith, Tom E Lewis and Roy Ashleigh.
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REMOTE MARKETING: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP: BORROLOOLA
The social enterprise model design of the Singing on Country Camp depends upon and prioritises a
gradual implementation plan to promote local capacity building and sustainability. The marketing
strategy for a project that seeks social returns, such as supporting the maintenance of Indigenous
languages and cultures for future generations, relies heavily on community development principles of
relationship-building between stakeholders.
The target external market audience for consumers of and participants in the Singing on Country Camp
includes tourists, students and volunteers. In order to yield the greatest social return on an investment
such as the Singing on Country Camp, the targeting of appropriate potential institutional and
organisational partners is essential to promoting meaningful engagement and exchange for the students,
tourists and volunteers. The students, tourists and volunteers to be targeted will require support
structures to facilitate a culturally appropriate and sensitive introduction to, engagement with and
immersion in a remote Indigenous community and its languages, songs and cultural traditions.
Balancing the Borroloola community’s needs and expectations is also of primary importance when
considering the numbers of visitors to attend the camp. The recommended projections are for small
numbers of volunteers, students and tourists to attend in the first year (approx. 15 in total) and to build
slowly and sustainably to enable the community’s capacity to host (approx. 45) external participants in
the third year of the project.
With these modest projected visitor numbers, strategic marketing will rely predominantly on online and
print marketing through stakeholders such as Music NT, Godinymayin, Nyinkka Nyunyu, Red Hot Arts,
Off the Leash and the Association of Northern Kimberly and Arnhem Land Aboriginal Artists (ANKAAA)
and via word of mouth through the collective singing community nationally. This will include contacts and
promotions in sync with the Big Sing event in Alice Springs and through the extended contacts of Rachel
Hore and other collective singing and choir facilitators. Online advertising of the limited tourist spaces
available could be co-promoted by both Waralungku Arts and Rachel Hore. All online bookings could be
serviced by Waralungku Arts with an upgrade to existing Information technology infrastructure.
Marketing to an external tertiary student cohort could create a more long-term sustainable partnership as
is evident in the Griffith Conservatorium’s partnership with Barkly Regional Arts and the Desert Harmony
Festival in Tennant Creek. Identifying national and regional institutions engaged in ethnomusicology,
anthropology, Indigenous studies, Indigenous languages and cultural studies would provide a number of
potential tertiary partnership pathways. Strategic marketing for a tertiary partnership with the Singing on
Country Camp would then need to be directed to course co-ordinators and decision-makers within the
institutions. A tertiary partnership with a social enterprise venture such as the Singing on Country Camp
would provide the partnering institution’s students with access to and immersion in a remote Indigenous
community, direct engagement with Indigenous people and opportunities to listen to, learn and sing
Indigenous languages.
Marketing to the volunteer target group is achievable through a lead volunteer coordination organisation
such as Indigenous Community Volunteers who promote volunteer assignments as opportunities for
‘working with Indigenous Australian communities to improve quality of life, well being and social
inclusion’ (www.icv.com.au). The potential for marketing the uniqueness of the singing traditions
available through the Singing on Country product is captured in the Sydney Morning Herald’s review of
Ngambala Wiji Li-Wunungu, the award-winning CD by Shellie Morris and the Borroloola Songwomen:
Their singing carries such primal power as to give you an adrenalin rush. It is an equivalent effect to that of
the early blues artists of the Mississippi, Spain’s flamenco singers or the Balkan Gypsies. Yet we import
such performers to headline our festivals while the treasures of our own land are ignored (Shand, SMH,
2013, p.17).

The Singing on Country Camp provides some ‘treasures of our own land’ through the exposure to hardto-access Indigenous language and singing experiences. The camp will be marketed to a number of
tourist tiers, including purchasers of special interest music tourism, a student market interested in
Indigenous cultural exchange and reconciliation tourism, and a volunteer tourist market interested in
immersive experiences assisting Indigenous communities to facilitate social enterprise models.
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The main competitors in the music tourism market are the clusters of Indigenous music, culture and arts
events and festivals referred to in this report, namely events such as Big Sing, Garma Festival, Barunga
Festival, Stone Country Festival, the NIMAs, Bush Bands Bash and the Mbantua Festival.
Locally in Borroloola the main competitors but also potential benefactors include events such as the King
Ash Bay Easter Fishing Classic, Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp, the Borroloola
Rodeo, NAIDOC Week, and Artback NT Arts Development and Touring’s Dancesite event. Community
consultations with stakeholders for these events would ensure a mutually beneficial programming and
delivery for existing social enterprise models and community development and cultural maintenance
activities.
Associate Professor John Bradley’s long-term research of traditional singing and language from the Gulf
Country provides some insights into potential. If one were to apply the ‘music destination’ branding
utilised by the Rough Guides, targeting people for whom music is the source of life’s deepest rewards,
the marketing copy for the Borroloola Singing on Country Camp may read as follows:
‘Experience the musical treasures of Borroloola and the Gulf Country. Connect with the original song
peoples of our land to learn and practice Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji songs connecting people to
kin and country. Your participation will help support local Aboriginal people to preserve and revitalise their
language, songs and culture for future generations.’

The target market audience for consumers of and participants in the Singing on Country Camp is
outlined in the following table.
Target market

Marketing strategy

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Music tourists: singers
involved in collective
singing, choirs nationally.

Online, advertising, promotional
flyer, word of mouth. (ANKAAA,
Music NT, NIMAs, Bush Bands
Bash, Red Hot Arts, Off the Leash,
Godinymayin, Nyinkka Nyunyu
etc.)

5

10

15

Singers and contacts who
have previously attended
Rachel Hore’s singing
tourism initiatives.

Promotion through the Big Sing
and networks of Rachel Hore to
collective and unison singing
groups nationally.

Tertiary students engaged
in ethnomusicology,
anthropology, Indigenous
studies, etc.

Strategic institutional partnership
brokered by the Project Manager
on behalf of the community with a
university.

5

10

15

Volunteers: Social
enterprise model

Strategic organisational
partnership with a volunteer
recruitment agency such as
Indigenous Community
Volunteers.

5

10

15

15

30

45

TOTALS
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SCHEDULE: PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
!
1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Singing on Country Camp is a proposed three-year social enterprise development model for the
community of Borroloola. The camp endeavours to utilise local Indigenous singing, languages and
cultural practices to engage tourists, tertiary students and volunteers in an intergenerational language,
song and cultural maintenance and revitalisation camp to be held annually in the Gulf Country region for
the Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa and Gudanji peoples.
The camp will be delivered annually over one week at an on-country location within one hour of the
township of Borroloola in the Northern Territory. Local Indigenous language speakers, singers,
interpreters and translators will be supported to design, implement and deliver an annual language,
song and culture camp for children and young people in the community, and tourists, tertiary students
and volunteers.

2. PROJECT OVERVIEW
There has been both international and national recognition of special interest music tourism
opportunities, especially in the realm of collective singing tourism products that provide a model that
could be extended to remote Indigenous communities with a wealth of musical history and collective
singing practices.
The Borroloola and Gulf Country region has a rich history of social history songs in Indigenous
languages able to be shared with non-Indigenous people in a culturally appropriate manner.
The framework of the project offers the opportunity to develop a community-driven and sustainable
small-scale social enterprise model that combines collective singing tourism activities with local
intergenerational language, song, and cultural preservation and maintenance.
The design of the project utilises both volunteer tourism and reconciliation tourism strategies to support
the elder traditional language singers’ desires to facilitate an annual language, song and culture camp
for their own children and young people. This desire for intergenerational cultural exchange will be
offset by the willingness of elders to open their traditions to tourists, tertiary students and volunteers in
exchange for their assistance with the project management, implementation and delivery of the project
supported by tertiary students and volunteers.

3. PROJECT OUTCOMES
Indigenous organisation ownership and facilitation of the exchange.
Capacity building of local Indigenous staff in the design, implementation and delivery of the program.
Employment opportunities for local people as event managers, production and camp assistants.
Employment opportunities for local people as singers, translators, interpreters.
Increased sales of local cultural industries products.
Increased attendance by Indigenous children and young people to the camp.
Increased attendance by tourists, tertiary students and volunteers to the camp.
Improved engagement in language, song and cultural activities by local Indigenous young people.
Improved social and emotional wellbeing.
Generation of cultural product to be included in the Knowledge Centre and Keeping Place.!
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
!
PERSONNEL/ORGANISATION

No. and names of singers identified from all four Indigenous language groups:
Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa, Gudanji
No. and names of songs identified by singers from all four Indigenous
language groups: Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa, Gudanji
No. of songs translated, transcribed and notated from all four Indigenous
language groups: Yanyuwa, Marra, Garrwa, Gudanji
Gulf Country Songbook information collated
Gulf Country Songbook consent and approval process
Gulf Country Songbook materials sent to printers
Gulf Country Songbook available for sale

July 2013

FINISH
DATE
Dec 2013

July 2013

Dec 2013

Jan 2014

Dec 2014

Jan 2014
Jan 2014

July 2014
July 2014
Sep 2014
Dec 2014

No. of singers participating in Big Sing.
No. of songs performed
No. of non-Indigenous singers learning Indigenous songs
Qualitative feedback from non-Indigenous singers
Conduct consultations with local Indigenous people to identify cultural
consultants

5 June 2014

8 June 2014

April 2014

July 2014

Apply for additional government,
philanthropic and private sector
funding support.

Prepare submission to the McArthur Mine Community Benefits Trust.

April 2014

July 2014

Establish a partnership with the
Borroloola Community
Education Centre

In principle agreement with the Borroloola Community Education
Centre to support students and teachers to attend the camp.

July 2014

Oct 2014

Create a position profile
Advertise the position
Conduct recruitment processes

Oct 2014

Jan 2015

MILESTONE TASKS

Gulf Country Musecology CoProducers
Gulf Country Musecology CoProducers
Gulf Country Musecology CoProducers

Identify singers from all language
groups to participate in the camp
Identify songs appropriate for
singing at the camp
Translate and notate songs for
singing at the camp

Gulf Country Musecology CoProducers

Produce a songbook for tourists,
students and volunteers to utilise
during the Singing on Country
Camp

Waralungku Arts

Travel the identified singers to the
Big Sing event in Alice Springs to
trial their songs with nonIndigenous participants

Waralungku Arts

Identify local Indigenous cultural
consultants

Wantok Musik Foundation/Southern
Cross University

Waralungku Arts/Mabunji
Aboriginal Resource Association
Waralungku Arts Centre
Coordinator

Recruit a Project Manager for
the Singing on Country Camp

KPIs
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START DATE

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
!
PERSONNEL/ORGANISATION
Waralungku Arts Centre
Coordinator

SOC Project Manager

MILESTONE TASKS
Recruit Indigenous cultural
consultants
Apply for additional government
and philanthropic funding support.

SOC Project Manager

Research university courses and
potential tertiary partnerships

SOC Project Manager

Create a Project Profile with
Indigenous Community Volunteers

SOC Project Manager

Prepare a partnership/sponsorship
brief outlining programs benefits to
tertiary institutions.

KPIs
Create position profiles
Advertise the positions
Conduct recruitment processes
Prepare submission to Federal Government Indigenous Language Support
grants 2015.
Prepare submissions to additional philanthropic organisations
Names of institutions offering courses in ethnomusicology, anthropology and
Indigenous studies.
Names of courses and numbers of students enrolled in relevant courses.
Identify contacts of course coordinators
No. of volunteers required
Create position profiles for volunteers
Create cultural induction information for volunteers
Cost for volunteers to participate
Invite course coordinators to come to Borroloola to meet traditional singers
Conduct a meeting with singers and course coordinators
MOU to outline nature of the partnership:

SOC Project Manager

SOC Project Manager

Establish an MOU between
Borroloola Community stakeholders
and Tertiary Institutions.

Identify a suitable camp location

Oct 2014

FINISH
DATE
Jan 2015

Jan 2015

Mar 2015

Jan 2015

Mar 2015

Jan 2015

Mar 2015

Mar 2015

July 2015

July 2015

Oct 2015

July 2015

Oct 2015

START DATE

Length of the agreement
No. of students and the amount they will pay
Development of cultural induction information for students
Description of volunteer production management tasks required of students
Benefits to the Borroloola community
Benefits to the students and the institution
Conduct field trips and seek approval from traditional owners for the hosting of
the camp upon their lands.
Create an agreement document between camp organisers and traditional
owners in relation to activities undertaken throughout the camp.
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
PERSONNEL/ORGANISATION
SOC Project Manager

SOC Project Manager

MILESTONE TASKS
Create a site management plan
for the Singing on Country
Camp

FINISH DATE

Oct 2015

Create timelines and milestones for:
• delivery of all project materials
• arrival of key volunteer staffing support
• event site development
Capacity building of local Indigenous staff in the design,
implementation and delivery of the program.

July 2015

Oct 2015

Create a position profile
Advertise the position
Conduct recruitment processes

Oct 2015

Jan 2016

Recruit Volunteers through
Indigenous Community
Volunteers

No. of volunteers
Dates required for volunteer assignments
Accommodation and travel for Volunteers arranged (ICV)

Oct 2015

Jan 2016

Advertising and marketing for
pilot camp

Produce and distribute online content

Oct 2015

May 2016

Create an event management
schedule

Recruit Singing Workshop
facilitator

SOC Project Manager

START DATE

July 2015

SOC Project Manager

SOC Project Manager

KPI’S
Identify appropriate locations for: accommodation, tent sites, workshop
areas, catering areas, showers and pit toilets
Prepare a fire safety and evacuation plan

Produce and distribute print advertisements
Produce and distribute radio advertisement

!
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IMPLEMENTATION PLAN: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
PERSONNEL/ORGANISATION
Waralungku Art’s Centre
Manager

MILESTONE TASKS
Order additional copies of
Singing Saltwater Country,
Ngambala Wiji Li-Wunungu CD
and the Gulf Country Songbook

KPI’S
No. of copies of Singing Saltwater Country
No. of copies of Ngambala Wiji li-Wunungu
No. of copies of the Gulf Country Songbook

SOC Project Manager

Deliver a pilot Singing on
Country Camp

Indigenous organisation ownership and facilitation of the exchange.

Waralungku Arts
Mabunji Aboriginal Resource
Association
Indigenous Community
Volunteers
Tertiary institution partner

Employment opportunities for local people as cultural consultants,
event managers, production and camp assistants.
No. of singers employed
No. of tertiary students attending
No. of internal students attending
No. of external students attending
No. of volunteers attending
No. of singing workshops conducted
Employment opportunities for local people as singers, translators,
interpreters.
Increased sales of local cultural industries products.
Improved engagement in language, song and cultural activities by local
Indigenous young people.
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START DATE

FINISH DATE

Jan 2016

Feb 2016

May 2016

Aug 2016

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
INCOME
Indigenous Language/Cultural Support grants
McArthur River Mine Community Benefit Trust
Other philanthropic
Other government
Tourists
Students – external
Students – internal
Volunteers – payment
School teachers
Sales: Gulf Country Songbook
Sales: Ngambala Wiji Li-Wunungu
Sales: Singing Saltwater Country
Total income
EXPENDITURE
Salaries
Project Manager
Indigenous Cultural Liaison
Indigenous Interpreters
Indigenous Camp Assistants
Singing Workshop Facilitator
Singers
Total Salaries
Travel
Travel Flights
Fuel
Excess Fuel – hire vehicles
Accommodation – Project Manager
Accommodation – Workshop Facilitator
Accommodation – tent sites
Bus –12 seater
Trailer hire
4WD – Troop Carriers
4WD Project Manager
Total Travel

DEVELOPMENT
$63,598.00

$63,598.00
DEVELOPMENT
2014-15
$18,000.00
$7,200.00
$4,800.00

$5,000.00
$35,000.00
$4,000.00
$2,000.00
$4,800.00

$1,500.00

$12,300.00

PILOT YEAR 1
$60,000.00
$73,850.00
$10,600.00
$10,600.00
$3,750.00
$1,750.00
$2,500.00
$2,500.00
$250.00
$500.00
$350.00
$350.00
$166,900.00
PILOT YEAR 1
2016
$12,000.00
$3,600.00
$4,800.00
$4,800.00
$6,000.00
$8,000.00
$39,200.00

YEAR 2
$60,000.00
$50,000.00
$14,100.00
$13,100.00
$7,500.00
$3,500.00
$3,570.00
$3,570.00
$500.00
$900.00
$630.00
$630.00
$158,000.00
YEAR 2
2017
$12,000.00
$3,600.00
$4,800.00
$4,800.00
$6,000.00
$10,000.00
$41,200.00

YEAR 3
$60,000.00
$55,000.00
$13,100.00
$13,100.00
$11,250.00
$5,250.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$500.00
$1,300.00
$845.00
$845.00
$171,190.00
YEAR 3
2018
$12,000.00
$3,600.00
$4,800.00
$4,800.00
$6,000.00
$12,000.00
$43,200.00

$4,000.00
$5,000.00
$1,400.00
$4,800.00
$1,600.00
$1,500.00
$4,620.00
$1,200.00
$5,600.00
$4,200.00
$33,920.00

$4,000.00
$7,000.00
$2,100.00
$4,800.00
$1,600.00
$3,000.00
$6,930.00
$2,400.00
$8,400.00
$4,200.00
$44,430.00

$4,000.00
$7,000.00
$2,100.00
$4,800.00
$1,600.00
$4,500.00
$6,930.00
$2,400.00
$8,400.00
$4,200.00
$45,930.00

YR 1

YR 2

5
5
10
5
1

10
10
15
10
2

YR 3

15
15
20
15
2

NOTES

$750 per tourist
$350 per external student
$250 per internal student
$250 per volunteer
$20 per unit profit
$14 per unit profit
$14 per unit profit

YR 1

!
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YR 2

YR 3

1

1

1

1
16

1
20

1
24

4

6

6

15
2
2
2

30
3
3
3

45
3
3
3

NOTES
$1500 per week
$1200 per week
4 x $1200 per week
$800 per week
$3000 per week x 2 weeks
10 hours each at $50 p/h
Project Manager and Workshop Facilitator
$1000 per vehicle +
$350 per vehicle
Cabin at Caravan Park $800 p/w 6 weeks
Cabin at Caravan Park $800 p/w 2 weeks
$75 per week per tent
$165 per day x 14 days (2 x 7 days)
$400 per week per trailer
$200 per day x 14 days
$100 per day x 6 weeks

FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS: SINGING ON COUNTRY CAMP
EXPENDITURE (Continued)
Infrastructure
Tents
Swags
Event marquees
Storage Container
Catering
Tables
Chairs
Fridges & freezers
Total Infrastructure
Event/Project Materials
Electrical
Catering equipment
Bedding
Camping
General project materials
Total Event/Project Materials
Marketing/Administration
Design
Printing
Advertising/Publicity/Promotion
Phone/internet
Stationery/printing/photocopies
Freight
Miscellaneous
Total: Marketing/Administration
Sub -Total
Mabunji Administration fee 10%
Project Contingency 5%
Total GST Exclusive

DEVELOPMENT
2014-15

PILOT YEAR 1
2016
$7,200.00
$18,000.00
$3,000.00

YEAR 2
2017
$3,120.00
$7,800.00

$24,000.00

$32,000.00

$1,170.00

$1,560.00

$7,000.00

$16,000.00
$4,200.00
$780.00
$3,600.00
$52,760.00

$36,090.00

$44, 480.00

$1,500.00
$1,500.00

$4,000.00
$3,500.00
$2,500.00
$1,000.00
$2,500.00
$13,500.00

$2,500.00
$1,750.00
$1,250.00
$500.00
$2,500.00
$8,500.00

$2,500.00
$1,750.00
$1,250.00
$500.00
$2,500.00
$8,500.00

$1,500.00
$250.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$440.43
$5,690.43
$145,090.43
$14,509.04
$7,254.52
$166,853.99

$1,500.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$500.00
$750.00
$1,750.00
$532.17
$7,032.17
$137,252.17
$13,725.25
$6,862.62
$157,840.04

$1,500.00
$500.00
$1,500.00
$500.00
$750.00
$1,750.00

$4,500.00
$2,500.00

$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$4,000.00
$59,800.00
$5,980.00
$2,990.00
$63,598.00

YEAR 3
2018
$3,120.00
$7,800.00

YR 1
60
60

780
60
60
6

$6,500.00
$148,610.00
$14,861.00
$7,430.50
$170,901.50
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YR 2
87
87

YR 3

NOTES

114
114

1170

1560

87

114

3 x (12 x 6 m Party Marquee)
20 ft container - Includes delivery
No. of meals @ $20 per meal per person
Trestle tables @ $70 each
Plastic Chairs
3 x $600 + 3 x $600

Generators, lighting, extension leads, cables.
Water bottles, eskies, cutlery etc.
Sheets, blankets, pillows etc.
Ropes, tarps, shade cloths etc.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
!
The Singing on Country Camp has a strong likelihood to succeed in the Borroloola region depending on a
number of significant factors.
PROJECT STRUCTURE
•

The development of a social enterprise model for the project combining: sharing and teaching
Indigenous knowledge contained in songs and language with volunteer and reconciliation tourism
strategies.

•

The inclusion of local Indigenous students and young people in the language, song and culture
exchanges as a priority for the community.

•

The development of traditional singing activities to complement a range of existing community
projects, events and activities, including the Narnu-Yuwa Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp,
NAIDOC Week, the Borroloola Rodeo and Dancesite. Clustering and aggregating the Singing on
Country Camp with these products and broader mainstream tourism could provide a more attractive
destination and generate visitor numbers that are more viable for marketing.!

•

The development of language and song materials to complement the establishment of the proposed
Knowledge Centre and Keeping Place, an initiative of Waralungku Arts.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
•

The project will require a development stage of approximately one year to allow for continued project
consultations and local ownership in the design and implementation stages with traditional owners,
custodians, singers, language speakers and knowledge holders. The Borroloola singers should also
attend the Big Sing event in Alice Springs as a professional development opportunity.

•

Strategic partnerships with the Borroloola Community Education Centre, a national tertiary institution
and Indigenous Community Volunteers will need to be brokered to ensure the social outcomes of the
proposed camp. Once established these partnerships could have long-term benefit to the community.

•

The location of the camp will depend on strategic community developments currently in progress,
including initiatives of the Li-Anthawirryarra Sea Ranger Unit, and the proposed Knowledge Centre
and Keeping Place, an initiative of the Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association and Waralungku
Arts.

MARKETING
•
•
•
•
•
•

The marketing opportunities for the Singing on Country Camp need to be balanced with other local
community priorities and obligations respectful of needs of families and communities.
Target groups include tourists, tertiary students and volunteers.
As a social enterprise model it does not need an extensive marketing campaign.
Tourist attendees should be relatively easy to access through Rachel Hore’s established network of
singers who attend the Big Sing and throughout choral and collective singing groups nationally.
Waralungku Arts has great potential to market the project through ANKAAA as it is a member of this
organisation.
Coordination between operators and marketers of the Singing on Country Camp, Narnu-Yuwa
Wundanyukawu Maabaj Turtle Camp, Waralungku Arts, NAIDOC Week, the Borroloola Rodeo and
Dancesite could improve the availability, accessibility and reliability of Indigenous tourism product
from Borroloola and the Gulf Country and better target the existing drive market, adventure-based
and fishing touring groups and special interest groups.
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ORGANISATIONAL
•
•
•

Minimal increases to staffing are required with no changes to organisational structure.
The infrastructure, facilities or capital investments required to deliver the camp will support a range of
community initiatives, events and projects.
Potential cultural industries capacity building delivered through the project will support a range of
community initiatives, events and projects, most specifically the proposed Knowledge Centre and
Keeping Place, an initiative of the Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association and Waralungku Arts.

FINANCIAL
•

•
•
•

Social enterprises such as the Singing on Country Camp need to be clearly defined from commercial
enterprises and will require cross-subsidies from a diversity of government, philanthropic and private
investment.
Support from the McArthur River Mine Community Benefit Trust will prove advantageous when
brokering government and philanthropic support for the project.
The Mabunji Aboriginal Resource Association has a successful history of securing Australian
Government funds for Indigenous language maintenance projects.
The camp will provide highly valuable short-term complementary income and employment for artists,
singers, interpreters and cultural industries workers.

!
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APPENDIX
Song workshop Narnu-Yuwa ki-Wundanyukawu Maabaj TURTLE CAMP 2013
ISLAND SONGS
Island Songs: © Transcriptions, translations & interpretations by Yanyuwa composers and/or their families,
with John Bradley
Warning: names of some Old People who are no longer with us appear below.
Yanyuwa a-kurija
Yanyuwa women’s song poetry
Question 1:
The first song that the ladies will sing is called Li-Anthawirriyarra. Can you tell us how this song came to be
made?
Can you tell us how this song relates to the 1992 land claim?
1. li-Anthawirriyarra: People of the Sea
Marnaji ngambala
li-Anthawirriyarra
Layirli-nganji
Waliwaliyangka
All of us here
We are people whose spirits come from the sea
We are those people who are kin
With the island country
Composed by Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi, Ida a-Ninganga, Annie Isaac a-Karrakayn and Eileen McDinny aManankurrmara in response to the Borroloola Land Claim (no. 2), 1992
Question 2: The next song is called Maraman. Can you tell us what this song is about and what the words in
the song mean?
How did the song come to be written.
Can you explain how this song relates to the 1999 Land Claim, and the coastal sea-grass beds?
2. Maraman: Sea Grass Country
Marnajalhi maraman
Jalu-arrkananji walya
Nunkarnu-rawungka
Here is the country of the sea grass
They are harpooning dugong and sea turtle
On the reefs and mud banks
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composed by Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi, Annie Isaac a-Karrakayn and Jemima Miller a-Wuwarlu
in response to the Borroloola Land Claim (no. 3), 1999
Question 3: This song was also composed for the 1999 land claim can you tell us which country this song
relates to?
3. Ji-Ngundayi: Returning Tide
Ji-warninji waykaliya
Ngakan
Ji-ngundayi kari-wayka
Ji-alananji wurluburlu
The tide returns the sea
Downwards,
At high tide
The sea returns
And in the early morning
It is full tide
composed by Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi, Annie Isaac a-Karrakayn and Jemima Miller a-Wuwarlu
in response to the Borroloola Land Claim (no. 3), 1999
Yanyuwa walaba
Yanyuwa men’s song poetry
Question 4: We are now going to hear some songs about Sea Turtles. The first song is Wundunyuka, can you
explain what the words of this song mean?
4. Wundunyuka: Sea Turtle
Ngilungilu
Wayilumaya
ki-jardiwarniyu
Silence,
A stirring of wind
Bringing
The nesting turtle
Composed by Jack Baju
Question 5: The next song is Jardiwarngarni, ‘the nesting sea-turtle’, can you explain what the words of this
song mean and which type of turtle it is referring to.
5. Jardiwangarni: Sea Turtle
Buyi yalari
Jardiwangarni
Nyiku ki-lhundu
There is not much meat
On the nesting sea turtle
And there are barnacles on its shell
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Composed by Jack Baju
Question 6: The next song is about the Dugong Hunters. The words of this song claim that the Dugong
Hunters had strong hair. Can you tell us why that might be?
6. li-Maramaranja: We Are Dugong Hunters of Excellence
Wirndalbirndal,
Ngambala-wada
Ndi-ngambala li-wurralngu
li-Maramaranja
Our hair is strong
And thickly oiled,
We are the inhabitants of the sea,
We are dugong hunters of excellence
Composer Jack Baju
Question 7: The next song is about Rabijinda, ‘the conch shell’, can you tell us what the conch shell was used
for?
What do the words of this song explain?
7. Rabijinda: Deaf to the Conch Shell’s Call
Kanda-wukanyi a-rabijinda
Maraningu,
Barna-nykarrinjarrawu
The conch shell called out.
From Marani
It was not heard.
Composer Peter Jangurringurri
Question 8: The next song is Walamirrimirri, ‘the Morning Glory’.
What time of year does the morning glory come? Can you describe what the Morning Glory looks like? When
the Morning Glory comes what does it teach us about the seasons, hunting and animals?
8. Walamirrimirri: Morning Glories
Nyimbala-karra!
Nguthundakarilu
Walamirrimirri
Julayarriyarri
Nguthundakarilu
Murrumangakalyu
You two look!
To the north
Stretched across the sky,
The Morning Glories
To the north
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Carry within them migratory flying animals
Composer Jack Baju
Question 9: The next song is about the migration of the Torres Strait Island Pigeon. What time of year does
the pigeon come? What does it look like? What does it mean when the Torres Strait Pigeon arrives?
9. rra-Wulumarndaya: Torres Strait Island Pigeon
Nganthanda rra-ja
a-wulumarndaya?
Kanda-manmarri,
Nungkarrkuli
Waliwaliyangka
Composer Jack Baju
Where is she,
The Torres Strait Island Pigeon?
She was away
Now she has returned,
And is calling,
From island to island
Question 10: The next series of songs are about the seas and water.
The first song is about crashing waves. Can you tell us what the song is about?
10. Sounds of Crashing Waves:
Nyimbala-nykarriya!
Nguthundakarilu
Janda-ramanji
Wayka akarriya
Munkumungkandu
Composer Short Friday Babawurda
You two listen!
To the north,
The waves are crashing
Down estawards
There at Munkumungkanda.
Question 11: The next song is about ‘calming Rrumburriya seas’. Can someone explain what it means to be
Rrumburriya?
11. Calming Rrumburriya Seas:
Nyimbala-karra!
Nguthundakarilu
Barranyi na-wuku
Ja-riyanbayi
Na-Rrumburrumba
Composer Short Friday Babawurda
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You two look!
To the north,
Over the Rrumburriya country
Of Barranyi
The sea is calming.
Question 12: The next song is about a calming sea. Can you explain the words for the song?
12. The Calming Sea:
Karna-wunkanala
Warlamakamaka
Na-wurdu nguthundiya
Ja-riyanbayi
Composer Short Friday Babawurda
I will see
Across the expanse
Of the open sea
Northwards
It is calming.
Question 13: The next song is an example of how songs are still being composed today. This song was
composed by Dinah during last year’s Turtle Camp. Can you explain what this song means?
13. Sea Turtle Camp, West Island 2012:
Nyimbala-karra!
Ji-rrumarrinji
Ngaruwanbala
Akarrakarimba
Ngamaliya
Ji-rrkuwanji
Composer Dinah Norman a-Marrngawi
You two look!
The smoke is billowing
At Ngaruwanbala,
The fire burns to the east and southwards.
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